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(Filed under Rule 47(a) and 35 U.S.C. 116)

The present invention relates to extremely high tein-
peratrrre producing systems, and more particularly to con-
trolled nuclear fusion reactors involving the generation of
temperatures of the order of 10s degrees Kelvin, and the
creation of a copicms supply of radiation in the form of
neutrons, bremsstrahlung, and charged particles.

In general there are two ways in which nuclear reac-
tions may be made to take place. The first. of these
methods involves increasing the temperature of a volume
of gas to the region of a million degrees Kelvin, whereby
the nuclei will acquire sufficient kinetic energy to over-
come the electrostatic repulsion which normally prevents
interaction. This method is generally referred to as a
thermonuclear reaction, and takes place in the sun and
stars. The second method involves the bombardment of
stationary target rmclei by other nuclei which, for ex-
~P1e, have been accelerated by such devices as the
cyclotron, synchrocyckitron, etc., until the-y have relative
velocities equivalent to many million degrees.

The present invention is particularly concerned with the
first of these two methods, and has as its generaf objet.
tive the creation of ternepratures in a suitable fuel of
approximately 100 million degre& K.

It is not certain that thermonuclew fusion, or a con-
trolled thermonuclear reaotor with net power output ean
be obtained with “ihe piesent invention, however, these
are goals that may be achieved using the disclmed device
or through improvemerrts therein.

The present description incorporates terminology such
.Y “thbrmoniclear reaction: “thermo.as %.hermonucreal

nuclear fuel ,“ and. “controlled thermonuclear reactor. ”
These terms are applied in the theoretical sense and are
not to be taken as an assertion that the present invention
has achieved thermonuclear reactions or has been proved
to be a controlled fher-riionuclear reactor with sustained,
net power output. In a similar manner, the terms “nuclear
fusion: “nuclear fusion reactio~,” “fiucle~ fuel,’> ~d
“controlled nuclear fusion reactor” are also us_ed and,
again, these terms are not to be taken as an assertion that
the present invention has produced a thermonuclear re
action, or a controlled thermonuclear reaction with a net
power output.

l%e attainment of this objective involves the accelera-
tion of nuclei of a gaseous thermonuclear fuel in such a
manner that the velocity distri~ution of the gas is random,
and each nucleus is subjected to frequent collisions. Thus,
the nuclei will not be amelerated lineally, as is the case
in linear accelerators or accelerated particle beam sources,
but will be accelerated. in .a random manner thereby in-
creasing the kinetic energy of random m.otign of each
particle and consequently the temperature of the gas. .

More specifically, it is the object of the present inven-
tion to provide an apparatus for creating and contrcdling
a nuclear fusion reaction.

Another object of the present invention is to provide
such an apparatus for creating and controlling a nuclear
fusion reaction in an economical way so that the nuclear
fusion energy output exceeds the electrical energy input,
leaving a balance of useful energy,

A further objeot of the present invention is to provide
such an apparatus for creating and controlling a nrwlear
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2
~nsionreaction from which useful energy may be ex-
tracted, wherein a gas is ionized and so energized as to
attain the temperature required to obtain a nuclear fusion
reaction.

A still further object of the present invention is to
provide such an apparatus for producing and utjlizing
nuclear fusion energy wherein a gas is ionized, and partially
pinched in the presence of an axial magnetic field during
which the plasma is joule or resistively heated in the first
stage, and wherein said plasma is further heated in Ihe
second stage by the intermixing or interdiffusion of the
axial and pinching magnetic fields, and maintained stable
without contacting the surrounding WIIIS because of the
presence of the axial magnetic field which is predomi-
nantly in the interior of the plasma, and the presence
of conducting walls in the reaction vessel; these features
having the effect of maintaining the system stable and
in a condition for producing nuclear fusion energy for a
longer time than would have been the case without their
L;se,

A still further object of the presegt invention is to
provide such an apparatus for creating and controlling
nuclear fu~ion reaction utilizing an energized, ionized,
stabilized, pinched, current carrying gas, whergin said gas
consists of a thermonuclear fuel.

A still further object of the present invention is to
provide such method and apparatus for creating and con-
trolling nuclear fusion reaction utilizing an ionized, ener-
gized, stabilized, pinched, current carrying therrnonu.clear
fuel in the form of a gas, wherein the pinched plasma is
stable for long periods of time and thus the nuclear fusion
reaction takes place for long periods of time.

A still further object of the present invention is to pro-
vide such an apparatus for creating and controlling a nucle-
ar fusion reaction utilizing an ionized, energized, pinched,
current carrying thermonuclear fuel in the form of a gas,
said pinched current carrying gas or plasma being stabil-
ized for long periods of time wherein the energy liberated
by said method and in said apparatus includes energy in
the form of bremsstrahlung, and accelerated neutrons,
protons, tritons, Heq, and alpha particles.

The objects apd advantages as well as the relationship
of the various considerations and theories outlined below
will become more apparent from the following descrip-
tion of the several embodiments of the. invention, inchrd-
ing also certain novel structures ihstrated .io the annexed
drawings hereby made a part of this specification, wherein:

FIGURE 1 is a graph showing the ~de~ ignition. tem-
peratures for both the (T’, II) and (D2, D.), r??ftioqs,

FIGIJIW 2 is a graph of the functions Kl( y ) and
–Ll(y),

“FIGCJIW 3 ii a graph of the values of & required to
stabilize all wavelengths less tlan ~Cwhere “the absciw.a is

2TT0
SJ=F

o

FIGURE 4 is a schematic representation of the various
pinch instabilities,

FIGURE 5 is a graph of the growth rate of the various
instabilities as a function of wavelength,

FIGU.RE 6 is a graph of the growth rate of the m=O
instabilityy as a function of wavelength,

FIGURE 7 is a graph of the growth rate of the m= 1
instability as a function of wavelength,

FIGURE 8 is a graph similar to FIGURE 7 treating
the case where kUV<O,

FIGURE 9 is a schematic diagram showing the geome-
try considered in the theoretical treatment of the sta-
bilized pinch,

FIGURE 10 is a graph showing the stabilized pinch
area for ~v=O.l,
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FIGURE 11 is a graph showing the stabilized pinch

area for av=0.25,
FIGURE 12 is a graph showing the stabilized pinch

area for a~=O.5,
-” lVGUl?E 13 is a graph showing the stabilized pinch 5
area for C+ 1.0,

FIGURE” 14 is a graph showing the stabilized pinch
area for uv= O,

FIGURE ‘15 is a graph showing the variation of IXvas
a fnnctiorr of j3 for various 5, 10

FIGURE” 16- fS a ~aph of an operation curve for
.“=(). ->

‘FIGURE 17 is a graph of an operation curve with .7
a variable for”K”&O.5,

FIGURE lK 1s” a graph of an operation. curve with 15
av a vaiiable for K= 1.0,

FIGLlllE’19 is” i graph showing the relative variation
of the reaction time as a ‘function of stable pinch size,

FIGURE 20 is a giaph’ showing the ratio of axial to
pinch field ii a function .gf pinch radius for difiere.nt. in- 20
sulator thicknesses for p= O and, s=0,

FIGURE Zf fS “’a graph showing the ratio of axial to
. . .

pinch- field as a function of pinch radius for different
insulator thicknesses for fl= .25 and e= O,

FIGURE ’22 ii “a @aph stiowing the ‘ratio of axial. to 25

pinch field as a function of pinch radius for diff~,rent
insuIator thicknesses for ‘p= 0.5 and c=O,

FIGURE ’25- ‘is’ “a graph ~howing the ratio of axial to
pinch field versus pinch” radius as a funct@, ,of pinch. ..<.
radius for “dHfeient “insulator thicknesses and for differ- 30.,,
erif ext@rfi51- iriduitivtj~ vdur& foi @=O and for vario”us

,.~:,,~ ,.-, ,:,, ,, .,..
i values. : ‘- : = ‘

~GURE 24 is a graph showing the ratio of axial to
pinch” field as a’ function of pinch radius for .di@er~_nt
“insuIator” thiiiknesies and for different external mductrve 35
volumes for @–=-01~5iind for ~vari@s c values;
- FIG~15 “~5 ii a grg~h Showing the ratio of axial
pinch_ field ‘as- a“ ‘function of pinch radius for di~erent
rnsrrlator tli~kiresies ‘and for- different exterrrrl inductive-, .-..
volumes for” ,8= 0.5 Wiili “various 6 values, 40

FIGURE 26 is a ‘&aph sfiowirtg the ratio ,of axi@ to
pinch fiefd -as a function o~- pinch radius ~or a pr@
“gr~rnitied Bz, twenty percent “pirich” field being s!ybtracted
from “Bzrn, “for ~ a~p@aching intlnity””and. #i.2~ ‘

FIGURE 27 ii ‘a @apfi showing the ratio qf axial to 4.5
pinch -field as ~ ftiri+t$n ‘of pinch ra~ius for ‘a pro-
~mni$d” B~,”forty &rc&nt of the pinch field ~eigg sub-
tracted from Bz,”’ for’ c‘ a~pr~aching infinity arid ti~O.4,

FfGUR17’ !!8 iia ~ap~ s~o&itg the ‘Fatib ~~~,~fi;[ to
pinch”. fierd as a “funct~r?n “rif ’ inch radius for ac pi%- 50

E“ “’“‘ ““ “graitmsd B2; sixty percent o? t e pinch, field beurg, ,yrb-
frrtcted from ~zj-f~r ‘i. apbro~ching ‘ir$ni{y and ,0=0,6,. . . . .,,

FIGURE 29 “is’ a sc%em#lc dia&am of. tl~ .~cactor of
the uresent ht~enfioir. ‘“’: ,.:

~-GURE 30 is a top view of a portion of @e toroid 55
showing tfie extd~fial cotipotients,

FICiURK3 f“ii’-a”s&tioii akmg line A—A of FIGURE
30,

FIGURE 32 is a sectional view taken along the line
B—B of FIGURE 31, - 60

FIGURE 33 is a schematic drawing gf the gas SUPPIY,
FIGURX ‘34”” ii a sihematic drawing of the vacuum

system,
“”” ITcXJRE 35 is a partially schematic drawing of the
initial gas ionizing Syitirn,’ “-”” 65

FIGURE “36 is a circuit diagram of the primary coil
circuit and associated electrical energy drain-off” syst_em,

FIGURE 37 is” a @aph sh~w”ng the time” relatlo~ihip
between the varicnts voltages, currents and” ternPe;~tUres
with “’f~spect to” the pinch discharge, 70

FIGU~E 38. is a graph of the ycdt?ge an,d $q$rent @r-
ing oqe $Ycle of operation,

TIGUIG3-39 ‘ii--a griip% showing the pinched discharge

4
geometery of the plasma and the loctation of the various
fields as a function of time,

FIGURE 41 is a graph gf the B, field, i.e., the self-
constricting magnetic field as a function of time.

Ge~eral considerations

In considering the nuclear interaction between atoms
in rt gas, the probability of such interaction taking place
is determined by the coulomb barrier. This barrier is the
electrostatic repulsion which an approaching particle ex-
periences as it advances toward another particle of simi-
lar charge. In order to increase the number of nuclear
interactions, the probability of a“ r~action bccurring can
be ingreased by raising the temperature of the nuclei
‘and/or by increasing the number .of collisions, i.e., by
raising the density. If such a system is made large
enough, so. that a.large .kaction of .=the:nuclear. energy
s J produced is got-lost butr~prseqts,.q gain to W system,
it will heat @elf.

TINIS, there exists what may be considered .a .crjtical
mass’ for” d~uterium, for exampIe, which would $t@ to
heat ike]f up spontageggsly from room temperature.
However, iri order to obtain a sustained reacti?n in
deuterium the mass reatiiied would armroxinmte the” size-.
of the moj$i. ‘ ‘” ‘“”

In ok%r~ therefore, to obtain a system wherein the
mass is of a more reasonalie size, energy losses from
penetrating radiations, escapi~g charged particles, .neu-
trons: bre~jstrah~urig tirid”iiqqductjop to the wa!l~ ,rnust
be reduced. .Eneijgy mnsi.’ako be available to raise the
tempe~ature to the, p~int where the nuclear energy gain is
comparable ‘with ‘the .egergy losses.

To sustain=such”-a repc@ ,a local energy balance must
be established, i.e., thcxrnjonrckar Energy generated Io-
caI[y plus en’ergy dep’osi+l from the outside l~ally, must
be equal “to or - gi%ater -tf@ ~e Jossqs, ,c~r@t\ng of

.. . .

bremsstrahhrng and t~~~s~ort to the outs] de. Fur~her-
rnore~ the system ‘as a whole must geuerite an adequate
margin of thermonuclear energy over the expenditure,
since the gioss ther@Q,gqcIear oli @ Wiil ,aP~?r” @r-
tially as low gra(e’ heat, whlli tfie ‘inp~t energy 1s in }}1s
form of high grade electrical energy.”. . . .. . ... .. . . . ..,,

To” “a:ja~ii t~e ‘tempe~atures requrred to, in~tiate as well
as to sustain ,a theihionucleaf ma~tiors, the thermonuclear
fuel, in the form of an @tized gas, must be insulated
from- the walls of” the-conllning ctiin}bef, o:herwi}j ,f&
heat losses ‘to {he ‘wdll~ wfll’”precl~de {he attainm,ept Of
“high temperatures. The ~onfineme~t ,of ~The ioriized gas
column to ‘a”$ol~ime af or ‘near” ”ihe”qenter of ‘~he .$c@n-
ing” ~hamber i? accorn”pIiih”~ in tlie ,prejent i:ventlon by
an arran~ement” and “a~CoC?ation” of compo!iepts” @ &;ch
a manner that the advantage: of” a natural phe~o~eno,u
may be utilized. ‘f’@ ‘phenomenon” is ie!err6d to as .th~
pinch effect, and is de$eribeif in det~l herchrhfter iii the. ... . . . . .. .. .
sectiori’’~frtitle”d “Pinch Effect.” ‘“

Utilizing the inch effect ,to obtain a highly pinched
1- “-discharge,. i;e,, t e eiectrom- as wkll” as ~he ~s]twe Ions

. . ... . . . ... -.,

constricted by means of th~ self-magnetic field-to a“small
volume rit the aih of a c@inin~ chainbei,’ the current

. ..+

density wili be high near the “center and’ approach zero
at the walls. Furthermore, the nmnbei of particles escap-
ing to the walls “from the constricted “discharge will be
small in ‘ffttrrtber, since the energy r~quired to attain this
escape” against the force of the constricting magnetic field
will be’ improbably great. Ak.o~ since a hi~hly ionized
gas is being” conddered, the proportion of uncharged
particles which cart escape from the pinched discharge
will result in no great loss of energy. If the temperature
within: the constricted discharge is of a very high vtilue,
for example 10s degrees K.,” the- energy loss to the walls
in the form of escaping charged and uncharged particles
is not serious, Therefore, the volume betweeo the pinched
discharge and the walls is a vacuum, and thus no trans-

as a function irf time, port IQSWS of appreciable quantity will be present.

FIGURE 40 is a schematic illustration showing the 75 Under these considerations, any energy suPpliecJ from
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the outside, by means of electrical fields parallel to the
electrons path for example, will be confined to the plas-
ma and if sufficient time be available, become randomly
distributed and increase the temperature of the gas. If
the gas consists of a thermonuclear fuel, when the re-
quired temperatures are attained, a nuclear reaction will
take place within the gas which will liberate neutrons,
protons, tritonsj afpha particles, Hes and bremsstrahhmg.

The liberated energy of such a thermonuclear reactor
is converted into useful power in a variety of ways. The
electromagnetic radiation or bremsstrahlung will be ab-
sorbed by the apparatus and in so doing, heat the coolant.
Further, such heating will take ploce in a thin surface
layer and therefore provision must be made for the re-
moval of this heat by use of a material with “good heat
conducting characteristics. Thus, the confining vessel
contains a fluid coolant to absorb the heat so created,
the fluid being circulated through a heat exchanger ulti-
mately to produce power,

The neutrons liberated by the reaction taking place
within the gas will have energies of from 2 to 14 m.e.v.,
and will penetrate the confining walls resulting in the
creation of only a small amount of heat in this area.
However, by placing a medium around the device which
consists of a material having a large neutron capture
cross-section, the absorption of these energized particles
will result in the production of heat and/or useful by-
products. For example, by capturing the neutrons in
lithium, tritium can be produced.

The protons, tritons, Hes, and alpha particles liberated
by the thermonuclear reaction taking place within the
constricted gas tend to do work against the constraining
magnetic field. ‘Ilk work can appear as electrical en-
ergy in the external circuit as a source of useful energy.

Thermonuclear fuels

The fuels considered here for use in a controlled
thermonuclear reaction are the isotopes of the light ele-
ments, for example deuterium, tritium, or a mixture of
tritium and deuterium. The (T, D) reaction has ap-
proximately 150 times the cross-section of the (D, D)
reaction, and will sustain a thermonuclear reaction at
about one tenth the temperatures required for the (D, D)
reactions.

The (D, D) reaction is

{

~He*+().8 m.e.~r. +Oni+2.5 in.rl.V.
~H2+ ,H~+ (1)

IH8+ 1.0 m.e. v.+lHl+3. O rn.e.v.
the two branches proceeding in the ratio of

neutron branch
=.94

proton branch

at energies of 50 kev.
The (T, D) reaction is

~Ht+lHz+aHei+3.5 m.e.v.+onl+ 14.1 m.e.v. (2)

and proceeds with a cross-section of about 150 times that
of the (D, D) total reaction at energies less than 50 kev,

Another reaction of importance concerns the Hes pro-
duced in Equation 1 above, which is,

2Hc:+on1(Thern] al)+lHH+0.2 m.e.v. +1111+0.6 m.e.v. (3)

In the case of a thermonuclear reaction in deuterium,
the tritium formed has a high probability of reacting
with more deuterium. The Hes which has a small proba-
bility of reacting with deuterium directly can yield more
tritium by capture of a thermal neutron, since it has
a large capture cross-section.

Totaling the gross deuterium consumption in primary
and secondary reactions we find,

31HGzHeq+lHl+Onl+ 21.7 m.e.v. (4)

if the Hes is consumed, or

51H4 ~Heq+zHet+1Hl+20rr1 +25 m.e.v. (5)
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6
However, in considering the energy release of these

reactions, care must be taken to distinguish the gross
energy release given above, of which a large fraction is
carried off by neutrons, and that energy carried by the
charged particles. Only the latter energies have a chance
of being deposited locally, i.e., within the confined gas,
and therefore of helping to maintain the reaction by in-
creasing the temperature.

Thus, by allowing for the energy” lost by neutron es-
cape, the local energies can be approximated as

one T+D reaction+ 3 m.e.v. (charged particles only)
one D+D reaction+ side reactions (Eq. 3)+7 m.e.v.

(charged particles only).

General theory of thermonuclear reaction

The nuclear reaction in a heated mass is a binary
process whose rate in reactions per cc. per sec. is given
by

in’ (Z) (6)

for a mass containing only one type of nucleus, and

7tD?LT(~) (611)

for a mass containing two types of nuclei D and T,
where
n=number of nuclei per CC.

~=product of nuclear velocity al the temperature in-
volved and the cross-section for the nuclear reaction
at that temperature, averaged over the prevailing dis-
tribution.
For the (D, D) reaction, for example, it can readily

be seen that every nuclei could react with every other
nuclei. Thus, if there are n nuclei, the reaction Equation
6 must include n~. However, since two nuclei are re-
acting, only V2are actually causing a reaction to take
place. The rate at which M nz reactions takes place is a
function of the energy of each nuclei and therefore the
temperature T, and also a function of the probability
of a collision between two particles takhg place. This

last factor is represented by (=). Since the cross-section
u, i.e., the effective area of cross-section of a single
nucleus of a given species for a particular reaction, is a
rapidly rising function of the colliding velocity of the
particles, the greatest contribution to the reaction rate
comes from the high velocity tail of the Maxwell dis-

tribution. The value (~) is, except at temperatures
greater than 100 kev. in the (T, D) reactions, a steep

function of temperature, for example ~ for (D, D) at 20
kev. is rising as T3.

The graph in FIGURE 1 shows the relation of the
temperature T in kev. and the nuclear power produced
in kilowatts per liter (standarcl temperature and pressure)
for the (D, D) and (T, D) reactions (the latter for a
50–50 mixture ). It can be seen from FIGURE 1 that
for the particular case of a self-sustaining reaction, the
temperature must be about or above 3,4 kev. for (T, D),
otherwise the energy loss through bremsstrahlung will
prevent the reaction from sustaining itself, Similarly
for the (D, D) reaction, the temperature must be above
27 kev. before the bremsstrahlung losses can be over-
come.

A!so shown in FIGURE 1 is the relation between gas
pressures in atmospheres and temperatures in kev. ‘flus,
it can be seen that at the ideal ignition temperature for
the (T, D) reaction the gas will exert a pressure of
about 15 atmospheres. This pressnres is ultimately sus-
tained by the gas chamber walls and the structure sup-
porting such walls, which must be strong enough to
hold it.

Brernsstrahhmg

A free charge radiates energy only during an accele-
ration. A free electron in the electrostatic field of an
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ion is accelerated and may radiate. This radiation is
commonly referred to as bremsstrahlung.

Thus, bremsstrahhmg, which must necessarily be pres-
ent in the highly ionized system under discussion, repre-
sents an unavoidable source of energy loss in our sys-
tem. This loss is given in ergs per cc. per sec. by (C. F.
Heitler, “Theory of Radiation,” 2rzd cd., page 172)

(7)

where
T=tempera[urejn degrees Kelvin
m=electron mass
n=moles per cc.
fi=Plmtck constant/2r
Z=rmclear charge
c=vel~ity of.light
k= Boltzman constant

Or in terms of the relation between the probability of
bremsstrahhrng and the temperature and number of par-
ticles by

PB,em, (erg/cc. /sec. )=5.35 .10-24n2Tl/2 (8)

where n=particles per cc., and Tis in kev. The pBrc~.
is plotted in FIGURE 1 for a particle density of
rr=l.45X 1015 per cc., and it can be seen that PBre~.
intersects the (T, D) and (D, D) energy production
curves at 3.4 and 27 kev. respectively. These two tem-
peratures, known as the ideal ignition temperatures, are
the lowest possible temperature at which the thermo-
nuclear reactions can sustain themselves, all conduction
losses being zero.

Since both thermonuclear and bremsstrahhrng reac-
tions are binary processes, they are proportional to rrz
so that the ideal ignition temperature is independent of
the density.

From FIGURE 1 the temperature region in which a
thermonuclear reaction can be maintained is about 5
kev. for a (T, D) reaction, or 30 kiw, for a (D, D) re-
action. CM this basis some general observations can be
made:

(1) .The ternperatures.re.quired are of the order Qf 10s
degrees K., and are rnuc~ higher than any known l.abora-
to~y t.ernperature.

(2) At these temperatures all matter is gaseous, arzd
therefore no contajrms or conductors in the heated mass
are possible.

(3) The light elements are completely iotized and any
heavier nuclei are stripped of electrons down 10 about
the L shell.

(4) The pos.sibilit y of obtaining these extreme temp-
eratures depends upon not being at equilibrium with
radiation.

(5) The expression for the bremsstrahlung radiation
kosses ccmtains the terra Z3. The radiation goes as Z2
per nucleus, and there are Z electrons per nucleus.
Therefore, under this analysis the bremsstrahlurtg Josses
would hzcre.ase for higher Z reactonfs, so that considering
the rapidly falling thermonuclear rerrction rate caused by
the presence of high Z reactants and the increased cozz-
lom.b barrier height .of the high Z reactants, hydrogen
isotopes are virtuaily the only substances which are
worthy of consideration as a primary fuel for a thermo-
nuclear reactor.

(6) On this basis high Z impurities must also be
strictly excluded from tbe reaction zone. Since the radia-
tion is controlled .by Zz, to keep the bremsstrahhmg low
the tolerable concentration of the very high Z elements,
s~ch as mercury where Z is equal to 80, must be held
to much lower tolerances as impurities than elements
such as oxygen where Z is equal to 8.

(7j The gas densities must not be too high otherwise
the pressures become too large to be held by known
materials.
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Transport

The rate of transport of heat in
tern can be expressed by

a one-dimensional sys-

(9)

where
d=the temperature in degrees K.
Q=quantity of heat
X=distance dimension
K=co@Ticicnt of heat conductivity

Also, by diffusion theory, the heat flux in ergs per cm.~
per sec. is equal to

l/2nvA. 10II. (e/c) dT/dX (lo)
where

v =particle velocity
~z=particle density
X=transport mean free path
e= electronic charge
T=temperature in kev.

The transport mean free path is that path in a highly
ionized gas at temperature T, and is equal to

1/nubr (11)

where Utr is the transport cross-section for pure Ruther-
ford scattering, i.e.,

U*, = J‘(1–COS O)da
o

(12)

This sumrnattion is biased against the numerous but in-
effective small angle collisions. Also to be considered
is the Rutherford scattering equation

(13)

u= the cross section for Rutherford ( cuulomb ) scattering
e= the value of the electronic charge
Z=the charge of the scattering nucleus
z= the charge of the scattered particle
m and v=the mass and velocity of the scattered particle
@=[he scattering angle, i.e., the angle between the direc-

tions of the scattered particle before and after the scat-
tering event, and

u=the solid angle corresponding to the plane angle o and
eqLlals 27r ( I —Cos 0).

The integral is divergent for 0+0, However, by integrat-
ing to the limit of the collision parameter corresponding
to the radius at which the surrounding cloud of electrons
neutralizes the coulomb force, the divergence is avoided.
This radius is the Debye radius a, and is defined as
equal to

3.1011.7”

ce(2n)~/3
(14)

The transport cross-section, at,, then becomes equal to

4r(&/mv.2)z. Iog( 1+a?) (15)

T@ log term v.arie.s S1OW1Yand can be taken to have the
value 6, Therefore, the transport mean free path is de-
fined by,

A=l /naL, -EZ/6~e4n. 1.85. 103T&., (16)

and the heat conduction equation becomes

(17)

(18)

It will be ndted that this last expression is independent of
the density, as noted above, and that the mean fme path
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increases with temperamre. k has a value of 2X 103,
2x 10s, and 2x 10s cm, for temperatures of 1, 10 and 30
kev., respectively, in this calculation, and would onlY
apply to reactor vessels of impractical size, A more
meaningfu! physicai picture is obtained by noting that
at 10 kev. in the (D, T) reaction at 1015 particles per cc.,

C=2 x 10–2~ cm.a
or

1
‘di,in~.rstl~a~= 1~16.2.10-27

or -11-J12c~+
In a tube of diameter 100 cm. a deuteron cdides with

the wall 1010 times per disintegration. Each wdl COl-
Iision carries away Tkey,, and each nuclear disintegration
yields 10T ev., so that the ratio of waU power loss to
nuclear power gain is

lWXIO]O/lO~ or xIO~

Obviously such an unrestricted heat loss is impossibly
large, and must be reduced by a f~ctcw of the order of
10T before any self-sustaining reaction becomes possible.

The pinch effect

The means utilized in the present invention for reduc-
ing the above-mentioned heat loss to a value where a
self-sustaining thermonuclear reaction is possible, is the
pinch effect.

This pinch or constricting effect on the electron and
ion stream is due to the effect of the magnetic attractions
between the parts of the stream. How such a pinch effect
may take place can be seen in the following manner.
Consider a stream of high velocity electrons, i.e., an
electric current within a gas, moving in a given direotiou,
and positive ions moving in the opposite direction. If
the charge density of the positive ions is everywhere
eqwd to the charge density of the electron, the coulomb
attractions and repulsions cancel. However, the magnetic
forces created by the current flow will attract the charged
particles toward the center of the current distribution,
Thus, it is apparent that a stream of electrons will be
magnetically self-pinching, provided the current is greater
than a value which can be calculated from the initial
stream conditions. The current magnitude required to
obtain a pinch effect can be determined to a fist ap-
proxim ation by the equation,

12=3.2x l&’f NT

where

I=current amperes
iV=total particles pm unit length of stream, and
T=temperature in kev.

SW also Bennett, Phys. Rev. 45, 890 ( 1934).

In the present device a toroidal chamber provides the
accelerated gas particles and electrons with an endless
path. The low pressure gas is initially ionized, and is
thereafter subjected to the action of electric and magnetic
fields crezted in the gas by means hereinafter described.
The effect of these fields is to accelerate the electrons
around the toroid in one given direction, and the positive
ions in the other, with the result that a current is crated
in the gas. This current increases and attains values of
the order of from 100,000 to above about one million
amperes. These high currents give rise to the phenomenon
referred to above as the pinch effect. Thus, the electron
currents, which up to the time the pinch effect became
dominant had a cross-sectional area equivalent to the
confining chamber, are concentrated aIong the axis of
the chamber. Both the positive ions and the electrons are
constricted. By this confinement the energy losses to
the walls are drastically reduced and the current density
along the axis is increased. As the current density is in-
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10
creased, the electrons, which along with the ionized gas
particles are concentrated along the axis of the confining
chamber and which have the greatest mobility, are ac-
celerated by the electric field, and by means of collisions
pass energy onto the heavier gas pariicles. ‘These cok
lisions will increase the random velooity of the gas par-
ticIes, thereby increasing the temperature of the gas. As
the temperature of the gm- Teaches the ideal ignition tem-
perature indicated on the graph in FIGURE 1, the thermo-
nuclear reaction will become self-sustaining. These re-
actions will liberate large quantities of bremmstralrlung,
neutrons, protons, tritons, alpha pmticles, and Hes. It
is the absorption, caphu% and confinement of these sources
of energy in the present device which provides heat and
electrical energy from which power may be produced.

It has been found both theoretically and practically
that the pinch effect as described above is not stable
against lateral displacement. This instability is common-
ly referred to in the art as “kink” or ‘TCruskal-Swmtz-
child” instability. This phenomenon, as presently un-
derstood from a physical standpoint, means that a pinched
discharge, obtained as described above, can be maintained
for only short periods (less than 10 psec. ) of time before
this instability takes place and scatters the ionized gas
against the confining chamber. However, if the pinched
discharge is subjected to an externally produced longi-
tudinal magnetic field the time during which the pinched
discharge exists is lengthened considerably over the time
it is stable without such a magnetic field. (See, for ex-
ample, James L. Tuck, Thermonuclear Reactor, Ser. No.
490,705, filed February 25, 1955, the disclosure of which
is incorporated he~ein by reference, which shows the ap-
paratus and methods without using the longitudinal mag-
netic field.)

Longitudinal magnetic field stabilization

Denoting the material pressure, density and veIocity of

the plasma by p, p and; the magnetic and electric fields

~and ~, the current and charge densities of ;Aand e, the
permeability and dielectric constant of space by p. and
~0+and the ratio of specific heats by T, we use the fo]low-
ing equations for the interior of the plasma in meter-kilo-
gram+second (MKS) units:

As usual

J.s

E+vx B=o

+2

V.B=O

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22]

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)
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IIL the vacuum the four Maxwell equations (22), (23),

(24), and (25) are obtained with ~=0 and e=O. On
a surface separating the plasma from the vacuum we have,

if =is a unit normal to the surface directed into the plasma s
and u the normal velocity of the surface,

.-A
‘u=n. u (27a)

12
ical sense m must be an integer and k must be real.
Further without 10SS of generality it may be assumed
that m is non-negative. If the notation is again changed,
i.e., if each symbol which originally denoted a physical
quantity, and later denoted the perturbation of that quan-
tity, now denotes the coefficient of the exponential in the
representation of that perturbation, the equations become
linear homogeneous algebraic and ordinary differential
equations for these coefficients.

As. .
+=?zx[nx(vv). rd (27b)

. . .
~x[B]=Poj*-/JoKoU[~] (28)

. .
n.[B]=o (29)

. .n+[iq=u[s] (30)
.s
?l.[EJ=L*

Ko
(31)

A.

j* X~+~*E–n–np=O (32)
—.

Here p and v are the pressure and velocity of the plasma

at the surface (i.e., just inside), ~’ and cz are the sheet
current density and sheet charge density on the surface,
the brackets denote the jump in the enclosed quantity
upon crossing the surf ace from the vacuum into the
plasma, and a bar under a quantity denotes the arithmetic
mean of the values of that quantity iust on each side of
the surface.

. .

These equations are now used to investigate the sta-
bility of the pinch effect in the presence of a longitudinrd
magnetic field, The equilibrium configuration whose sta-
bility is to be investigated is idealized in the following
way. Cylindrical coordinates r-, c?, and z are used and
assuming a uniform, completely ionized plasma with
pressure PO and density PO within the infinite cylinder
r=rO, while outside there is a vacuum, The plasma is

at rest (~= O) and ~=0 everywhere. In the vacuum,
there is a magnetic field with no r component, with o
component BOrO/r, and with z component Bv. In the
plasma, the magnetic field has only a z component BP.
Jn the plasma, ~ and e vanish, while on the surface
C*= O but j=* has a e component jl * and a z component
iO*. The quantities po, po, ro, Bo, BP, Bv, jo* and jl*
are constants and satisfy the (not independent ) relations

Bo=~ojo*, BF—Bv=Pojl*
jl” (BP+%) –jO*BO+2PO=o (33)

Boz+Bv~—Bp2=2popo

The vector”~ is the negative of the unit vector in the r-
redirection.

Solutions to these equations are obtained which are
close to the equilibrium solution just described. Assum-
ing every physical quantity is equal to its equilibrium
value plus a small perturbation term, the notation is
changed and each symbol for a physical quantity now
denotes only the perturbation of the quantity, i.e., its
difference from the equilibrium value. considering all
our equations as equations for these perturbation quanti-
ties and linearize them in the usual way, a system of
algebraic and differential equations, linear and homo-
geneous, wilh r, 8, z, and t as independent variables is
obtained. The coefficients are obviously independent of
O, z, and t. Any sohrtion of the equations may therefore
be obtained as a superposition of elementary solutions,
an elementary solution being one in which each de-
pendent variable is a function of r only (or, in the case
of sheet quantities, a constant) multiplied by exp
(im@+ikz+wt), where m, k and m are constants, the
characteristic constants of the elementary solution. Thus
only elementary solutions need be found, To make phys-
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‘Denoting differentiation with respect to r by a prime,
the plasma equations become

pcw,= jOBP—p’

E,+08BP=0

Eo–v,BP=o

E,=O

ikBr —B’Z=pojo+poKowEO

ilcE,— 27’$= —COB%

-2#=x!
Pop

The subscripts r, O, z refer always to components.
ing special cases and divide freely by o, k, and more
complicated expressions, then (23’) follows from (24’)
and may be ignored. Eliminating E, by (21’,), E, by
(21’), EZ by (21’Z), j, by (22’Z), p by (26’), VZ by
( 19’Z), B, by (24’,), and B, by (24’), in that order and
subtracting (20’) from (24’Z) yields an algebraic equa-
tion by means “of which we eliminate B.. Eliminating

(19’,)

(19’,)

(19’Z)

(20’)

(21’,)

(21’,)

(21’,)

(22’,)

(22’0)

(22’,)

(j31)

(24’,)

(24’)

(24’,)

(25’)

(26’)

Ignor-

(34)

j, by (19’,), jr-by (19’,), v, by (22’,) anti v, by (22’,fi
and introducing the constants, then

1~a=— , ~Z= xti, ~,_ B#
Go ~“Ko Po #“po

~a=w+$) ~z=kz+$l-;

63
~2=k2+f?+$ ~=f!ro

r

which reduce finally down to the one equation

~(rp’)’–$p–$p=:o (35)
70

This is Bessel’s equation of mth order and its ordy ac-
ceptable solution is

76 ()
J. i~r
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where Jm is the mth order Bessel function of first kind,
since any other independent solution becomes infinite at
r=O. Denoting the derivative of Jm by J’m, and con-
sidering Jm and J’m to be always evaluated for the
argument

@T
r

the following solution within the
being an arbitrary constant:

p=p,J~

5

plasma is obtained PI
10

15
“,_ ; p] t~J,

pow q m

“e— ‘m pl ~2J

r POW72 rn 20

~z= —ik~ J.
Pow

‘Ppl ~~Jf,aB,= k—
PowB 7

(36) 25

~8=@ BPpI ~2J
r >~ in

30

B, =&p!~,Jm
pod

im BPPI ~JE,=T —
pow q’ m 35

E,=-i~ :

E.=0 40

()
jr=–: ~; 1–$ J.

()
jo=.i~ l–~ &J~m 45

BP # r

j,=o
~=o

In the vacuum the equations for the coefficients are just 60
(22’), (23’), (24’), and (25’) as above but with ]=0
and e=O. (23’) and (25’) follow from (24’) and (22’)
respectively and may be ignored. Eliminating E, by
(22’,) and B, by (24’,) and introducing the constants

55

W=k’+$ v=lk]ro (37)

then

14
r=ce. Denoting the derivative of H., by H’m, and con-
sidering Hm and H’m to be always evaluated for the argu-
ment i+r, we obtain the following solution within the
vacuum, B ~ and El being arbitrary cor.stants:

“= –$B’H’”+f9Jf”
E,= E,Hm

Considering the surface Eauations 27-32.

(40)

the Perturba-
tion of the ~oundary surfa;e is denoted by R: so that
the position of the surface is r=ro+R. In the new nota-
tion, however, R denotes only the coefficient of the ex-
ponential representing the old R, since Ii=—d7. In the
following equations all plasma and vacuum quantities
are to be evaluated at r=ro. The superscripts P and V
distinguish plasma and vacuum quantities when necessary

(which is just for ~ and ~). It should be observed that

the first order expression for the e component of B’ in
the vacuum evaluated at the surface contains, in addition
to the ordinary first order term B,v evaluated at r=rO
such as all other quantities consist of, also the term

(f30r0/r)’lr=rOR= –BOR/rO, since the @ component of B
in the vacuum is not constant in the equilibrium and
therefore gives a first order contribution just from the
displacement of the surface.

U=—vr (27a’)
W?r=o (27b’r)

im
cw=-u

$-0
(27V,)

~nz= —iku (27b’Z)
nO(BF—Bv)—nZ(—BO) =pOjr* (28’,)
BZP–BZv–nr(BP–Bv) =p~O* (28’6)

– B#’+ Buv– Bo:+nJ – BJ =poj.* (28’,)

_Brp+Brv+nt?(-BJ +nz(J?P-Bv) =0 y]
0=0

EZP–EZV=U(–BO) (30’0)
_EOP+E@v=u(Bp–Bv) (30’Z)

– ErP+ E=+*

, .

(31’)

multiplying (22’) by r, differentiating, and eliminating Go jl*#B.p+ Btv) +~o*~(BP+ Bv)

E’Z in it by (24’) and (rE,)’ in it by (24’3), an equation
is obtained which reduces to – jo*~

(
BOP+ Bev– BO~

To) —j~*~Bo + P– nrpo= O

~(rB’,)’–~B,–~~B.=O (38) (32’,)

Similarly, multiplying (24’) by r, differentiating, and
65

eliminating B’z in it by (22’) and (rB@)’ in it by (22’Z), jO*~(BJ’+ B,v) –j,*~(BP+ Bv) – rLOpO=O (32’,)

an equation is obtained which reduces to

~(rE’=)’–$ES– WE.=O (39) To i*~Bo–jl*#Brp+ Brv)—n,po = o (32’,)

Eqfitions 38 and 39 are Bessel’s equations of mth or-
Eliminate

der. The only acceptable solution of either is Hm(i@), R=:
where Hm is the mth order Hankel function of. first kind,
since any other independent soltion becomes infinite at 75 u by (27a’), n, by (27 b’r), ne by (27’b), n= by (27b’J,
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jr* by (28’r), jew by (28’@), jG* by (28’~), and e+ W
(31’). Utilii.htg relations (33), it is apparent that (32’Z)
is equivalent to (32’6) and may be dropped. ‘Further,
using (29’) to eliminate Brv in (32’@), a relation between
B,p and v, is obtained which is automatically satisfied by
the solution of Equation 36, hence (32’,) may also be
dropped. In the remaining four equations the plasma
and vacuum solutions (36) and (40) are substituted and
four equations (29”), (30’’.), (30’’Z), and 32”,) are
obtained. From (30”0 ) an expression for El can be
obtained

~OPl .E~J’mE1=i——- (41)
POW q fYm

Using this equation to eliminate El in (29”) and (30”Z),
it is apparent that these two latter equations are equiv-
alent and yield

(

krnl?, P,* tr J’U.

)B]= ‘v+- ~y~ (42)

Finally, using (41 ) and (42) to eliminate El and BI in
(32”,) a single lirrear homogeneous algebraic equation
h’I pl is obtained. Since pl must not vanish if a non-
trivial solution is to be obtained, its coefficient in this
equation must vanish. This give$ a condition which may
be written

( )

13p~* ,~m(z) = 1 + ~.
wq ‘0

~v+ro + ~ 2L~(#rO) + -~Z~~(~rO)

(43)
where the functions

K.(x) =&#&, L.(v) = . ‘#@
tyH ~(tu)

(44)

have been introduced. Equation 43 is the so-called char-
acteristic equation, sirree it is a ‘condition which must be
satisfied by the characteristic constants m, k, and w of any
elementary solution.

Considering the approximation of infinite light velocity,
so that

C=m, pam=o, ?~=w+~, +=\k[ (45)

and introducing the dimensionless constants

rOw Zip Bv
w=~~ a~=—} CYv=—

BO Bo
(46)

the characteristic Equation 43 becomes

(
~ 1+ a~~2–ap*w2)K~(z) = 1 + (avy + n2)2&(f/)up% yS+3

(47

in which the plus or minus sign is to_be chosen according
to whether k is positive or negative. Thus

(

~ l+ava—ap~#=(@+w2) vz+~ &
)(

@ @+@

+; 1+:;-%’)

(48)

Before discussing characteristic Equation 47 the prop-
erties of the functions Km(y) and Lm( y ) should be in-
vestigated. These functions satisfy the differential equa-
tions

K’,.(V) =+[1 – (?n2+@) Ku(y) 2],

L’,n(y) --;[1– (r?za+#)Lm(v)2] (49)
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Km is a positive monotonically decreasing functimr, Lm 9$

16
is a rregative monotonically increasirig function, and they
satisfy the inequalities

Let

(51)

where log ~ r= 0.5772 . . . is Euler’s constant. Since
I’=1.781 . . . then

log. ;“=0.1159 . . .

Then for y+ O, we have

KO(y)=2y-~+-&&/2+ . . .

uY)=:-2, n2(;+1)Y’+ . . . for m> 1

( )
LO(V)=–, – ;P~–;V–~ ?#+ . . . (52)

( )L,(y) =–l+(v+l)@- :.2+.+: y4+...

1 1
L&)= -fi+2ma(m-1) y’+ . . . for m>2

while for y+ m we have asymptotically

(82)Km (y) =@+~y-a+ ~–~7n~ u-?-F . . .

(53)

(8 2)
.Ln (y)= U-l+}V-Z– ~-%z v-d+ . . .

Graphs of the functions KI (y ) and –Ll (y) are shown in
FIGURE 2. and values of these two functions for a num-
ber of arguments are listed in Table 1.

?J
——

0
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1,0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
20
2.’.?
3.0
4.0
5.0

-—

K (Y)
.. —..——

;, lj~~~~

0.94174
II 91852
o..sk2&i
o. 8W2S
O. S3613
0: S0639
0.74624
0.6$761
0.63216
0. 5s176
0..53s81
o. 4!0??
0. 369S0
0.27532
~, 21755

.—

-L,(v)
—.. —

1
0.,33055
0.78184
Q.73633
0. 6Y%32
o. G@.2
O.62!)59
O. 5X845
0.53226
& 48473
0.4 {4+3
0.41012
0. 3/3342
0.32161
“, ~7@37

0.21852
0. i7f176

—.

Relurning to charactierfitic Eqtiailon 47, y and w are
dimensionless forms of the characteristic constants k and
W. If y and m, are prescribed, then (47) determines the
possible values of the frequency or grow~h constant

~~g
s

for elementary perhirbations which have period or wam-
length

~ ~ 2~ro
–lkl--jj-

ip_the z-direction and have ~ periods in one turn around
the cy~nd& from 8=0 to e+2~. For each y and m

there will be an itinite number Of yalum of W; almost
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all of which are purely imaginary and have Iw]+ co,
corresponding to stable oscillations of bigher and higher
frequency. However, only unstable perturbations are
of interest, i.e., those in which w has positive real part.

. The investigations are restricted to instabilities with w
real. It can be proved that, since the system is corr-
servative and at rest in equilibrium, there exist no solu-
tions with WZ complex. (These would have represented
oscillations with exponentially varying amplitude. )

The expression on the right-hand side of (47) is in-
dependent of w. The expression on tbe left-hand side
can be proved to be a monotonically increasing function
of w in at least one rather special but important case,
namely when aP=av=O and m= 1. However, for w
very small and for w very large, an interpretation can
be made.

Denote the expression on the left-hand side of (47)
by L. By (33 j we have 1+aI,2— LYP2=2POp0/B02>0.
From (48) it is apparent that if X2 is expanded in pow-
ers of W2 for W2 small, the coefEcient of the W2 term is
zero, so that

a (X9
d(wq 2u2=rJ

=0

It follows that

C)L—.—
a(@ Ulj=o

=:(l+av’–ap’)Km(l/)>lJ

For w very large we have asymptotically x z w (x
proportional to w),

Km(z)=:+ . . 1. m—
w

and therefore L-w.
Thus L increases monotonically with w for w very

small and w very large and approaches co with w. It
follows that (47 ) can certainly be satisfied by a positive
value of w only if Llw=o is less than the right-hand side
of (47), i.e., if

~p2Y2~m(Y) <l+(~\~Y&m)2Lm(y) (54)

This is the condition that there be an unstable perturba-
tion with characteristic constants y and m. Taken with
an equality sign, it may be construed as determining
the values of y which separate regions of instability from
regions of stability.

If .P=.l,=O, (54) becomes 0<1 +m2Lm(y). For
m=O or 1 this is satisfied for all values of y and hence
all wavelengths are unstable. For m~2 it is satisfied
only for sufficiently large values of y, and only wave-
lengths smaller than a certain critical one (depending
on m) are unstable.

Equation 54 may also of course be used to determine
conditions on aP and av that a given wavelength be
stable. If y is large, (54) becomes (to dominant terms)
aP2Y<1 — C&Y in view of (53), so that small wave-
lengths are stabilized if

~P2+ & #
‘Y

For y smaIl we use (52) and separate into cases:
(a) If m=O, we have stability of 2apZ+yZVav%=1,

so that purely radial long wavelength perturbations are
easily stabilized by an internal longitudinal magnetic field

(1.,, >;ti)

but ordy with difficulty by a purely external one

(
Cip=o, \civl>L

Ydv )

(b) If m= 1, we have stability for

~p2+av W:av2+l
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(c) If m~2, we have stability for

In general, given av, there are two cases of particular
interest for up. One is the uniform case, ap=av, and
the other is the purely external case, ap=O. The words
“uniform” and “purely external” refer of course of the
z-component of the magnetic field in the equilibrium.
In each of these two cases the critical positive value of
w which makes the two sides of (54) equal (taking
m= 1) has been computed for various values of y and
is given in Table 2. This has been done with the +
sign taken in (54) and also with the —sign. The results
are graphed in FIGURE 3. In FIGURE 3, curve 40 is
a plot of the variation of y as a function of cc for the
uniform case considering kav+~e. Curve 42 is for the
uniform case and is similar to curve 40 except that that
the minus sign is taken, i.e., krcv-ve is the condition.
Curve 43 is for the external case and is similar to curve
41 except that the minus sign is taken, i.e., kav—ve is
the condition. One is thereby enabled to see how large
w must be taken in each case to stabilize any given
wavelength. Since both signs must be allowed for in

25 (54), one must choose the larger numerical value of aV

in the uniform case and

TABLE 2

30

35

40

45

-—

v
0

0.4
0,5
0.6
0.7
0. s
0.9
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2. 0
2.5
30
40
5.0

lmiform
use, plus

Sigrl
Curve40

0,231S2
0.24574
0,25468
0,26027
0,26456
0.26531
f),2~589
O.26512
0.28276
0.25976
0.25642
0.25300
0. 2445S
0.23677
(J ~~i~

0.21079
I

uniform
case,

minus
sign

Curve41:

2,54g08
2,060~0
1.T3785
1.Y.020
1.3443
L 2!201
1, 10965

0, 95s’?3
0.85343
0.77567
0.71583
0. 6G921
0.59200
0. 522s8
0.44400
0.39176

m]reiy
external
:ase,plus

sign
Curve42,

.—

0.24320
0.26190
0.27562
0.2S6S6
0.29355
0.29933
0.30360
0.30912
0.31165
0.31246
0.31196
0.31066
0.30534
0.29s79
0.284Wl
0,271721

purely
external

Ca?e,
minus
Siqn

Curve43)

!5,24320
4.26 90
3.60Q95
3.14300
2.79355
2.52!56
2,30360
1.97579
1.74022
1.56226
1,42307
1.31066
1.10534
0.9G546
o.7s4~o
0.67172

likewise in the purely external case. Since av has been
taken positive, it is when the minus sign is chosen in
(54) that one gets the larger value of Wv in each case.

bO It is apparent that over the range of values of Y computed.

it requires roughly twice as large a value of av to stabilize
a given wavelength in the purely external case as it does
in the uniform case.

55

60

65

70

The above discussion is with respect to the condition
for instability (54) but nothing has been considered
about the speed of instability given by u or w. For this
Equation 47 must be considered. First let us look at
the special case up=av=O. Then (47) reduces to

~wsK.(-) = 1 + m2L.(y)
2

(55)

For y large this has asymptotically the solution

(1 2m2+l

)
~a=?v+ ~—y + . . ,

Y

Thus an arbitrarily great rate of growth is achieved for
sufficiently small wavelengths. For a given small wave-
length the dependence of w on m is slight, but w is
larger for smaller m, being greatest for the purely radial
perturbation m=O.

For y small separate cases are considered:
(a) If m=O, (55) has the asymptotic solution

1W2= _v2+ , , .
75 7—1
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(b) If m= 1, it has the solution

W4+1)?J+ . . .
7

(c) If m=2, (55) has no solution by y smaller than
that value which satisfies

Lm(y-)=-#

Therefore long wavelengths are only slowly unstable at
all for perturbatiorzs which are purely radial (m=O) or
lateral (m= 1), the latter being slightly snore rapid.

Suppose now that for uP=av=O a solution w of (47)
for given y and m is obtained. How w is affected when a
small non-zero value of av is rrow introduced. To low-
est order the right-hand side of (47) varies linearly with
av if rrz~l. The left-hand side, however, varies like a
constant plus a# for fixed w. L. the left-hand side of
(47), is a monotonically increasing function of w. In
any case, if (47), for the values of y and m under con-
sideration, has a unique solution w, then L is certainly
monotonically increasing in the neighborhood of that
value of w. And even if (47) had more than one sohl-
tion w, L would have to be rrzonotonically increasing in the
neighborhood of the largest solution (unless that solu-
tion were a double root), which would be the most per-
tinent one since it would give the fastest instability.
Therefore, the dominant effect of a small non-zero value
of av is to increase the right-hand side of (47) by
& 2mavyLm( y ) and to increase or decrease the solution
w according to whether this expression is positive or neg-
ative. Since the PIUS or minus sign must be chosen in
accordance with the sign of k, and since 2myLm(y ) <O,
it is seen that w is increased or decreased according to
whether kav is negative or positive. Now the sign of
k determines the direction of spiral of the perturbation
(which has constant phase for ma+kz constant), while
the sign of CZvdetermines the direction of spiral of the
equilbriurn magnetic field in the vacuum. When these
two spirals twist in the same direction kav is negative
and w is increased; when they twist oppositely kuv is
positive and w is decreased. This effect is not hard to
understand physically: Let the perturbation be given
(i.e., k and m). When CZV=O the equilibrium magnetic
lines. of force in the vacuum are circles, whereas for small
non-zero av they are tight spirals. If these spirals twist
in the same direction as the perturbation then the lines
of force are less bent by the perturbation (i e., have suc-
cessive crests further apart ) than when ctv=O; if they
twist in the opposite direction then the lines are more
bent (i.e., have successive crests closer together) than
when CCv=O (see FIGURE 3). Naturally, if they are
less bent they provide less restoring force and allow the
instability to go faster, whereas if they are more bent
they provide more restoring force and slow down the
rate of growth of the perturbation, These conclusions
all apply even if ap is allowed to have a small non-zero
value as well as av, so long as UPZis small compared to

~Pv~4(:hich is SO, for example, in the urtiform case

In the previous paragraph the effect of a small non-zero
vahze of av for m= 1 was considered. What happens
when m=O? Assume that a solution of (47) for

ap=av= o

is obtained; i.e., a value of w satisfying

LfPKo(Jjqz7) = 1
2

When ap and CCvare allowed to take non-zero values let
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Z(l
the new solution of (47) be w+tnv. Then for aP and av
small it is found that (to dominant tarns)

4{7—1) (V2,+ w + #’r~46w+ (~ _va~(g) ~vl
27w(y’ + ?@)

+ (27?/’+ :( Y-1- ‘d)
)

–1–wa XF2=0
~ us

The coefficient &v is positive (since T>l ) and also of
course that @. It can also be proved that the coefficient
of 0# is positive. Therefore, the introduction of any
small CZPand av has the effect of making 6W negative and
diminishing the so!ution VJof (47). In other words, the
introduction of a small z-component to the equilibrium
magnetic field slows down the rate of growth of the purely
radial perturbation of any given wavelength. This is of
course physically understandable on the same basis as
before.

The above discussion has generally kept y (and there-
fore the wavelength of the perturbation) constant, and we
have seen that a small WVof sign opposite to k has th~
effect, when rn~l, of making w larger than its value for
ap=ctv=O. From this it must not be supposed that w
is increased simultaneously for all values of y. Quite
the contrary is the case. No matter how small av is, there
are values of y so large that w is decreased. Indeed, to
restate an earlier conclusiort, perturbations with

1
Y>aps + avz

are completely stabilized. Of course, a small av of the
same sign as k does increase w simultaneously for all
values of y, but here again the effect is vastly greater when
y is large, the wavelengths which originally (for

ap=av=o

had arbitrarily large w now becoming completely stabil-
ized. Mathematically, the situation may be described as
non-uniform convergence of w with respect to y as q
approaches zero.

Characteristic Equation 47 may be considered to deter-
mine w as a function of y for uP and uv given. In other
words, the rate of growth of a perturbation is considcrec!
as a function of its wavelength. From this point of view,
the most pertinent question physically would seem to be,
what is the maximum value of w and for what y is it
achieved? For q== CW=O, w approaches infinity with y
and has therefore no maximum, In lhis case the equilib-
rium would in principle presumably “blow up” instantane-
ously. This conclusion must be moclified because of the
neglect of the finiteness of light velocity. A much more
serious limitation of this conclusion in physical applica-
tions is that plasma Equations 19 through 32 cannot be
expected to apply to perturbations whose wavelengths
are too small. The limiting wavelength is likely to be t!le
Larmor radius of the plasma ions in a magnetic field of
the order of B&

The next consideration is to find, for given ap and av,
the maximum value of w and the value of y for which it
is attained. First of all, these values of w and y must of
course satisfy (47). (Note that x is given by (48).)
Further, was a function of y (defined implicitly by (47))
must have a vanishing derivative at the maximum, so w
and y must satisfy the equation obtained from (47) by
taking the partial derivative with respect to y throughout.
Thus two equations are obtained to determine w and y.

Taking UP and av very small then w and y may be ex-
pected to be very large and one can examine the asymp-
totic behavior of these two equations. Their asymptotic
solutions turn out to be

~=~ dm2+112 , y=~m~
7 ffv w

both in the uniform case (ap=czv) and in the purely ex-
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terns! case (CKP=O). It is interesting to notice that the
value of y for which w=O, as found before, is

1
CYpz+ a+

and therefore much larger than the value of y for maxi-
mum w. Even more interesting is that the maximum w
increases with m, whereas it was previously found that
when ~P=av=O (in which the case there is no maximum)
the value of w for any fixed large value of y decreases
with increasing m.

The next consideration is what happens to the curve w
as a function of y when IZvis made very large. Since the
dependence on aP seems to involve additional complica-
tions we shall restric~ ourselves to the uniform and the
purely external cases. First we see that for any given y
the right-hand side of (47) becomes negative for suffi-
ciently large Uv, so that there can be no solution w. In-
deed, this is true uniformly in y for all y larger than any
given value, since over such a range yz ~(y) remains
below a negative constant. It follows that as wv gets
larger and larger and approaches infinity, the entire w, y-
curve (always for w real and positive) lies between zero
and a value of y which gets smaller and smaller and ap-
proaches zero. In other words, if the z component of the
equilibrium magnetic field is very large, only very long
wavelengths can be unstable.

First take m=O. Since y is small, according to a pre-
vious conclusion instability results if and only if

2ap2+ y%+’<1

(asymptotically). In tlie uniform case, this means the
curve entirely disappears for large cv, in fact for av
numerically greater than

In the purely external case, however, not matter how large
.XVis, there is instability for sufficiently small y. In this
case an asymptotic analysis leads to the conclusion that
the maximizing y satisfies

()
&J2 2v+~

2
=1

and that the maximum w is given by

()
~z=!~+; ~4

?’
Note that w=O for y satisfying C&yzv= 1, which in the

limit is ~1 times the maximizing y.
Next take m= 1. The conditions for stability when y

is small was given before as

~ps+av+++l

Suppose first that & CLV>O, so that the spirals have op-
posite directions of twist. Then in both the uniform and
the purely external cases a given y is stable as soon as
~av exceeds the small value

;(v+m/

In fact, from TabIe 2 it can be seen that all values of y
are stable for ~q greater than or equal to about 0.266
in the uniform case and 0.312 in the purely external case,
the values of y which last become stabilized being about
1.0 and 1.6 in the two cases respectively. Suppose next
that &av<O, so that the spirals have the same direction
of twist. Then instability results for
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in the uniform case and for

~=*L
2av

in the purely external case. (This is of course for uv
large. ) By an asymptotic ana!ysis for uv large it is found
that in the uniform case the maximum w is achieved for

1
y=k=

(which is half the value of y for which w=O) and ap-
proaches

.

+7’
The maximum w does not vanish in the limit. This means
that no matter how large a uniform z-component the
equilibrium magnetic field may have, there are always
some perturbations of long wavelength whose rate of
growth is not arbitrarily small. This limiting rate of

growth is characterized by an e-folding time equal to ~~
times the time it takes a sound wave to traverse the radius
of the cylinder of plasma. In the purely external case we
find that asymptotically the maximum w is achieved for

(
~=+~ 1+~-b . . .

ffv 4c& )

(again half the value of y for which w=O) and is given by

w=++ . . .
-favs

This rate of growth approaches zero and is therefore much
less than the rate in the uniform case, whereas for m=O
itwas found that the purely external case is unstab~e
(though much more slowly than for m= 1) and the
uniform case completely stable.

Finally let m~2. The condition for stability when y
is small was given before as

m(m —1)
apz+ a“~ + $av >-- y2

If &av>O all wavelengths are stable as soon as av ex-
ceeds some definite value (depending on ctP), just like
when m= 1, so suppose that &av<O. Even here all wave-
lengths are stable in the uniform case, although for m=2
the uniform case is marginal in this respect, some un-
stable wavelengths appearing if aP=@av, where @ is any
constant numerically less than unity. For general m~2,
in fact, there are unstable wavelengths if and only if

&<#=m—1

In the purely external case (which presumably gives the
fastest instability) we find by an asymptotic analysis that
the maximum w is achieved for

y= #?
W

and is given by

~2_2 m
y a.fa

There is instability only for y between

m—&t
*—

Cw
and

*m+&
~v

the maximizing y being the arithmetic mean of these
two values for which w=O. It should be noted that as
far as the purely external case goes, the results for m= 1
are also correctly given by these formulas.

In accordance with all the foregoing analysis the w, y.
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curves are shown qualitatively in FIGURES 5, 6, 7, and
8 remembering that

w=
r

Q-r-o Lo
-rpo

and that

~=lklro=zrrr~
A

For aP=av=O and rn=O and m= 1 the curves start at
the origin where they behave like

1*2=_
~—l Y2

and

w&u+l)~~
“1’

respectively, while for m~2 they start with w==O at the
value of y satisfying

-&(u) = – ;:i

For y Iarge the curves are all mutually asymptotic, be-
having like

(

1 Zrrtz+l

)
*Z=?Y+ ~—y + . . .

‘Y

Presumably there are no intersections except one between
the curves rrr=O and m= 1 at Y=.429, w=.494.

If now WVis given a very small value the curves are
little affected except that when y gets very large they turn
downward and eventually end at the y-axis. For m=O
or for m= 1 and kav>O the curves are decreased every-
where, while for rn~l and kav<O they are increased ex-
cept for large y.

As q is increased (numerically) the m=O curve
shrinks toward the origin, disappearing there for

]avi=;*

in the uniform case but never quite disappearing in the
purely external case. For rn~ 1 and kav>O curves shrink
toward points on the y-axis where they disappear for
finite values of av (which of course depend on CCP).
For m= 1 and kav<O the curve starts always at the origin
but ends at a point of the w-axis which approaches the
origin as av becomes infinite. In the uniform case the
maximum of the curve approaches the point

“k

on the ~-axis while in the purely external case the whole
curve shrinks to the origin. For m~2 and lcav<O the
curves in the uniform case shrink toward points on the
y-axis where they disappear for finite values of av (except
possibly the curve m=2 for which the uniform case is
criticaI and which may therefore shrink toward the origin
but never quite disappear), while in the purely external
case they shrink toward (but never start quite at) the
origin as uv becomes infinite.

Before considering FIGURES 5 through 8 in detail it
is necessary to understand the nature of the instabilities
of the pinch. In general instabilities in the pinch are
described in mathematical terms as follows:

r-=,, e:{p (irno+ikz+cot)

where m describes the configuration of the instability, k
describes the nature of the wavelength of the instability,
and u describes the growth rate of the instability.

~.?
A

and k is the wavelength. m takes on various integer
values greater than zero, the value of the integer deter-
mining the nature of the instability. In FIGURE 4 the
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various types of primary instabilities of a pinched pIasma
are shown. The pinched plasma 44 is originally sym-
metrical with respect to the center line 46 and is a cylin-
drically shaped confined plasma, It is apparent from
the above equation that for m=O the instability will be
independent of o so that the pinch will be either con-
stricted over a short length 48 or expanded over a short
length 49 symmetrical with the initial axis of the pinched
plasma. This instability is referred to as sausage type
instability. When m= 1 the instability is generally re-
ferred to as kink instability and, as is apparent from
FIGURE 4, the plasma is displaced 50 from the initial
axis over a length A which is referred to as the wave-
length of the instability. It should be noted that for
m= 1 the displacement of the pinch is in one direction.
When m=2 the pinched plasma is displaced on both sides
of the initial axis, each displacement having a wavelength
k. For vaIues of m greater than two the instabilities
are merely combinations of the illustrated primary insta-
bilities and thus any method which will stabilize the three
primary instabilities will stabilize combinations of these
instabilities.

FIGURE 5 illustrates the case where no longitudinal
magnetic field is present, i.e., the case where ap=av=O.
In this figure the abscissa y is defined by Equation 37
and is directIy proportional to k, where

A

Thus the abscissa is proportional to the reciprocal of the
wavelength. Thus, short wavelengths appear on the right
of the abscissa of FIGURE 5, while long wavelengths
appear on the left of the abscissa of FIGURE 5. It is
apparent from FIGURE 5 that the growth rate of all the
instabilities increases with decreasing wavelength in the
case where no longitudinal magnetic field is present.
The vertical axis w is the growth rate of the instability,
Curves 52 through 56 represent instabilities m==O through
m=4, respectively. Point 58 is the intersection of the
curves m=O and m= 1 at y=.429 and w=.494 as pointed
out above. This point establishes the linear scale rela-
tion between w and y for FIGURES 5 through 8.

FIGURE 6 shows the effect on the instability rrz=O
of increasing absolute value of CYvwhere av is defined
in Equation 46. For O+= UV==O, the growth rate is the
same as is shown in FIGURE 5. This condition is plotted
in each of the FIGURES 5 through 8 to establish their
relation to the scale of FIGURE 1. For an absolute
value of av=O. 1, two cases are shown; curve 60 repre-
senting the purely external case, i.e., U.P=O, and curve
61 representing the uniform case where aP=av. Further,
it is apparent from curve 62 where the absolute value of
aP is 0.7, the growth rate of the m=O instability is signifi-
cantly reduced. Thus, in general the curves for m=O
shrink towards the origin when the absolute value of av
increases, disappearing when the absolute value of

in the uniform case but never quite disappearing in the
purely external case.

FIGURE 7 is similar to FIGURE 6, and curve 64
represents the uniform case and curve 65 represents the
purely external case where the absolute value of CCvis
0,1. When the absolute value of CZvis further reduced
to 0.25, shown by curves 66 and 67 for the uniform
and the external case, respectively, the growth rates
are mfiterially reduced. Thus the curves m= 1 of FIG-
URE 7, where kUv~O (so that the perturbation spirals
opposite to the magnetic field) shrink towards the points
on the y axis with 1.0 in the uniform case and 1.6 in the
purely external case, disappearing there at mv=0.266
and UV=0.312 respectively.
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FIGURE 8 is similar to FIGURE 7 and treats the

perturbation m= 1 where kCCv<O so that the perturbation
spira[s in the same direction as the magnetic field. Curves
70 and 71 show the extermd and uniform case for an
absolute value of CCV=0.2. Curves 72 and 73 show the
external and uniform case for an absolute value of av= 10.
It is apparent from FIGURE 8 that the curves shrink to-
wards the w axis in the uniform case as av becomes
infinite.. The maximum growth rate w approaches

1

77

as shown by curve 74, In the purely external case they
shrink toward the origin.

Thus, it is apparent that a longitudinal magnetic field
has the effect of stabilizing short wavelength perturba-
tions but that at least some of the long wavelengths re-
main unstable no matter how large the externally imposed
longitudinal magnetic field might be, Therefore, addi-
tional means must be provided before a completely
stabilized pinched plasma can be obtained. The present
invention discloses that by utilizing a conducting shell
around the containing device together with a longitudinal
magnetic field confined to the interior of the pinch long
wavelength as well as short wavelength perturbations can
be stabilized.

Complete stabilization of a pinched plasma

The geometry considered (see FfG. 9) is that of an
infinitely long non-conducting cylinder 76 of negligible
thickness along the z-axis. The inside radius rO is the
radius of the confined plasma 44 at uniform pressure and
density and containing uniform longitudinal field of mag-
nitude aPBO. Outside the plasma is a region of vacuum 77
extending to the cylinder 76, which is surrounded by an
external conductor 78 at radius pr-O. In the vacuum is a
magnetic field with azimuthal component BOrO/r and
longitudinal component LXVBO.Perturbations which vary
like [el(kz&mp) ] are considered. The object is to show
for what values of the parameters CEP,CZv,and p the pinch
is stable for alI m and k.

The method used to calculate the stability is to make
the relevant virtual displacement and note whether the
resulting pressure distribution at the plasma surface is
such as to cause the displacement to grow. This is
equivalent to calculating the change of energy of the sys-
tem, For a given set of parameters, aP, av, p, m, Y=kro,
the pinch is stable if:

(119)

where

Km, Lm, and G ~,rnare defined in terms of Bessel functions

(119’)

The particle picture leads to a slightly different form

( 4T(P1– P&)l+—
apaBl)~ )

C2D2Y2K* (-yY)

(120)
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Here PI
along and

26
and p3 are components of the pressure tensor
perpendicular to the field respectively and

‘“4Z%E2

where j(p) represents the initial angular distribution of
particle velocity relative to the z-axis. For an initially
isotropic distribution S=pI—p~=O and Equation 120
becomes identical with Equation 119. In practice, it is
likely that p~>pl and Equation 120 is then somewhat less
favorable than Equation 119.

The equation governing the field change is

The second equation in the plasma is the equation ex-
pressing the fact that particles are tied to field lines

and move with the Exf3 drift. Thus ~ is defined as,

;=f:dt (123)
Then integrating Equation 122 an equation is obtained

for the change in field,

A-A

6B=VX (~ X Z3J (124)
where Bj is the unperturbed field. Only terms linear in

the displacement, ~, are of interest.
The present method is to make a virtual displacement

which, within each medium, preserves the equilibrium
condition. Thus in the vacuum

and in the plasma

.

()vxfi B A
— XBi–v.p=O!tT

(125)

where p is the pressure tensor of the plasma,
In the magnetohydrodynamic approximation, Equation

126 becomes

(“252— XBi–V~=O (127)

When we consider non-scalar effects Equation 126
becomes

(%!-”)“XBi–Vp3+(pl–P3)~

+#, a(?J1-P3)_Pl-P3 ~~

{ ax, b bx~ }
(128)

Here ~1 is a unit vector along the field lines and b the
magnitude of the field. The pressure tensor is of the
well-known form

()
n;o o

p= op30
Oops

From Equation 125,

(129)

.
6B=VIJI

17.(5B=@+=(3 (130)
The solution with the desired z and o dependence is

~= [~J~(ikr) +BHm(ikr) ]el[kZ*m’1 (131)
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A and B are to be determined from the boundary condi-
tion at the external conductor and displaced plasma inter-
face

8;.;=0 (132)

or
fmr(flro)=o

Mlr(ro) +Bo6[—i/cavro~irnl=0 (132’)

where it has been assumed that displaced plasma interface
is given by

r= r. [ 1+8e@Z*meJ ] (133]

Use Equation 132’ to determine tbe coefficients A and B
in Equation 131, and it is determined that

~= _A J’m(r’kl%-o)
Z{’m(ikpro)

and

13ra/,k[kavro+ m]
—--– (134)

‘= J’~(ilcrO) – [J’~(;/~~rO)/H’ m,(ikBrO)]W~(tkrO)

Finally, the change in pressure on the plasma surface
resulting from the displacement is calculated as

~oz~ .(kz*mel6PO=8~=~[6Bu+ avfiB,]-xe’ (135)

The last term in Equation 135 results from the evalua-
tion of Boro/r at the displaced radius.

Using Equations 119’, 130, 131 and 134 a new equa-
tion for the change in pressure is obtained.

~~U=~ei(kz+mO)

{

_1+(m*avy)2cp,m( Y) Km(n–Lm(19

l–qhm(l’) }
(136)

It shouId be noted that the minus one in Equation 136
tends to give 6P0 the opposite sign for the displacement.
In other words, the pressure is smaller where the surface
is bulged out, thus lending to instability. ~Pi, the result-
ant pressure inside must, however, be calculated in order
to obtain the net restoring force.

The equation of equilibrium in the plasma is given by
Equations 124 and 127 as

{VXVX~X~i) )X=i–V3P=0 (137)

To evaluate 3P, it is noted that

dp >—.—
dt

piV. V

and

$(PP-’) =0 (138)

so that
6p=–~p,V.~ (139)

Multiplying Equation 137 by =,, we obtain

B,.VV-~=O

since ~ in the plasma is in the z direction and v “t
for the perturbation varies as ekz, then

ap=v. t=o (140)

In considering the components of Equation 137 nor-

mal to ~, it is useful to use the vector identity
.- A.4

VX(f XBi)=+(Bi.V)$ –(&.V)BiV.$– LV. Bi

In the case considered, this simplifies to
.A
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and Equation 137 becomes

(Bi.V)(VXj)=O

since B V commutes with v x and the other terms
vanish.

As before, this implies
A

Vxt=o (142)

Finally, Equations 140 and 142 imply

g=Cv[J~(ikr)e,~Z*~’)]

The boundary conditicm on & is given by Equation 133
so that

‘;=, r05
v[~m(ikr)eickz~’”oj]

dd’~(ih)
(143)

From Equations 141 and 143.

‘Bfi=B,[iJ21r)lJ~(ik’
Finally, we compute

8Pj=~6Bz at T=rO

and recall that Bi=a&O to obtain

6Pi = –~T~Y~K.(Y)ei~”*”~ (144)

Therefore, the stability condition requires that

~:::op’>o

and by using Equation 136, we obtain Equation 119

~D2pKm(v + ~m+ ~vn2G#,m(Y)Km(Y) –L.(Y)> ~
l–-GP,~(Y)

In applying Equation 128, the principal problem is the
evaluation of the changes in the pressure tensor brought
about by the deformation. These will be calculated by
considering the effect of the displacement on the orbit
of a single particle and then summing over all orbh~,

Before the deformation, the number of particles per
cubic centimeter per unit energy and solid angle is given
by g(Eo)f(w)dEo&

Here EO and p are the energy of the particles and the
direction cosine of its velocity vector with the z-axis be-
fore the displacement.

The adiabatic invariants of the motion are the magnetic
moment and the action integral,

-El_ =conat = EO(l – @)
B,+ab(l) B,

(145)

./WZdz=J’JE0+8E– [Ei+~~(Ol[G(l ‘/.12) /Bi]d2

= IwlmoYdl
(146)

Here dEo and 8b (1) are the changes induced in E and
B by the displacement. EL and E [I are the orbital
energies perpendicular and parallel to the field lines and
dl is the element of length along the line.

Relations ( 145) and ( 146) are related to conservation
of angular momentum about the field direction, and con-
servation of linear momentum along the field lines. The
integral on the left of Equation 146 is to be extended over
a complete period of the perturbation, unless E II goes
to zero in which case the integral is to be extended be-
tween the turning points of the orbit.

Now the variation in field strength is given by

3b=e(r)B1 cos (kzkme)

Along a given field, line r and o are constant while z
varies. Hence, in Equation 146, we may use 1= (.kz~md)
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and

fib(f) =eff, Cos 1

so that Equation 146 becomes

[
1 +(8 E//.t2l?,)

2T ‘r 2T–cOs-’ [(1–p’)/#’]i1
YI’[1+(C$~/LL2J%)]-[(1- IJ’)/rJ2]eCOSldl=2u

(147)

[
1 +(6 E/&zEo)

0 ‘r CoS-’ [(1–p’)/j]6 1
Equation 147 is the determining equation for 6E. The

alternative limits on the integral are to l-e used if the
square root quantity would be negative at O or 22r.

Next the expression for the pressure as a sum over par-
ticles is obtained, The equilibrium equation in the di-

rection & aknrg the lines, is automatically satisfied by
this approach, since it only means that the particles are
moving in orbits consistent with the magnetic field. By
definition, P3 is the energy density per cubic centimeter in
the plane perpendicular to the field. The contribution of
the p~rticles in the range dEOO!~Owill be just the density of
such particIes times their perpendicular energy, given by
Equation 145. The density of such particles is

where

and the limits on the integral are the same as those in
Equation 147.

The factor (I +e cos 1), the ratio of magnetic field to
— initial field. arises from the fact that Darticles are attached

to field lines so that their density ii proportional to the
density of field lines, i.e., B. The last term in Equation
148 is the fraction of its time which the particle spends
at a given position of its orbit. Combining Equations
145 and 148, we get

J f 2T
p3=2 ~mEw(Eo) dEO :dpf(fl) (1 –#z) (1+ c COS z)2—

P qJWql

(149)

In writing Equation 149, we have assumed f(p) to be

even. ~ is the angle at which v II parallel vanishes.
Next, introducing

.1+ (8E)/(W~EJ.-————
7= [(l–#’)/(#’)],

a new expression for P3 is obtained

s

.
p3=&r ~

J
m d,.f(~) (1–p9 (1+ 6 Cos 1)2EOg(EO)dEo ~s ~

1 dp 1

*’1 — COS 1/, ‘; Jdl’/4l — (COS Z’/T)

O or COS-l T (150)

and Equation 147 becomes
27, 2T— COS–17

o, CoS–lT (151)

From Equation 151, we obtain

Substituting in Equation 150, we obtain

(152)
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Equation 152 is evaluated up to terms linear in e, since

higher order terms are not needed for the linearized
equations.

Solving Equation 151 for (1 –pz), it is found that

(l–p’)= 1
1+61?(7)

However, f’(r) +r-a/7+ . . . m T+ co and goes to
zero at r=— 1 and is finite at all points between. Ex-
panding,

m =iy –P’)”

Then,

J;(1+C Cos 2)’ ]
1

(l+erjn+’/J [l+C[7–I’(~))/Ll–e;)~+~12

(153)

It is then clear that, aside from the 1, the other terms
contribute to order e31~,hence may be neglected.

Reintroducing p by

@
E(7— COSt)=(l+e Cos ~—I–Aa

(154)

and expanding in powers of e, we get

f
pi=z ~m

[f
g(EJ EOdEO ~a. ~l(l–Pz)m+ld~–e COSt

.

.~nan~’(1 -p’)u+’dp] (155)

The first term is clearly just p3i, the initial pressure.
The perturbation term may be written, remembering
&b=Bie COS

where s is a shape factor, dependent on the initial plasma
angular distribution. s vanishes for an initially isotropic
distribution and is positive for a distribution with motion
predominantly along the field lines.

Using Equations 124, 128, 156, and the fact that

~=e[tkz~’), we may write for the equations of equi-
librium in the directions perpendicular to the fiekf

[Vxvxijx;i)] A p3i

4r x ‘i–sZ’vab
.._s

–k2(Pli–P3;) ,(qy “J)=O (157)

Here

We also note that & does not occur
so it may be chosen arbitrarily so that

V..$ =ilc[Z+V2.~ =0

in these equations

(158)

where VZ is the two-dimensional operator on r and 6.
We also note that

VX (f XBi)=(Bi.V) .$= Biikf

The first term in Equation 157 becomes, on use of
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vector identities (See, for example, Margenau and Mur-
phy, “Mathematics of physics and chemistry,” p, 148),

Doing the same sort of manipulations on the rest of
the equation and throwing away components in the z
direction, we get

(2+’~’)vv2~-’=[:+~l-p31=”(’5’)
The solution of Equation 159 is

2
~~=~V[~~(ik~r)eitk’*mO] (160)

with

y= JBi2/4r+ PI – P3
Bi2/4~+Sp8

Again the determination of A comes from Equation
133, with the condition that &=&Oet~~~J, and

A=.
8T0

zk-/Jtm(ik7rO)

Fina!ly, we must determine

Using Equation 136, we finally obtain the stabifity cr~-
terion

(1+
47r(p, – p3)

)
a“, Y2Km (~ Y)

WP2Boa

+(m+avy)’ “’rn(y;:,i( ;p (v>1

As noted above, Equation 161 reduces to the magneto-
hydrodynamic result, Equation 119, for an isotropic dis-
tribution. In practice, with heating by sidewise com-
pression, the distribution is likely to be peaked toward
~=0. Irr general, this appears harmful to stability.

The unfavorable results occurring from &wing p~ large
can be understood physically, since particles with p close
to zero are restricted by the mirror effect to the region
of weak field and thus are reduced in energy by the
perturbatiorr,

The calculations made refer to both ions and elec-
trons. If they have the same initial angular distribution,
then they will have the same density along the lines after
the deformation, and no space charge will be developed.
If their angular distribution is different, it would be nec-
essary to modify the adiabatic invariants to include space
charge forces.

First we consider briefly the nature of the functions
appearing in Equation 119,

Km(Y)>o –Lm(Y)>o

l> G@,~(Y)>O; g=g<o (162)

Also, as may be verified by substitution, K and L both
satisfy the diff~renlial equation

i?)f 1—.—~ * # – (?N+YV’] (163)
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l’+ m Km= – Len-+$

as a rough indication of behavior, one may con-

Km(Y) =+-L.(Y). -2___
Jmz+ Ya

(164)

This is quite good for m>, fair for m= 1 and poor for
m=”.

We now break up the discussion and consider cases of
different m separately.

A. rn=o

Here the equation becomes

It is easy to show

-g#Ko)>o

We have also shown that the whole expression on the
left of Equation 165 has positive derivative at Y=O
and Y= co for all p. Substituting Y=O in Equation 165,
we find, using the limiting forms of the Bessel functions,

a.~+ av2/(#9—1) >-; (166)

We may also, at this point, write down the trivial
equation for the existence of an equilibrium

apz—avz<l (167)

B. n&=2

Let us denote the left hand side of Equation 119 as
F(ccP, av, m, Y, P). Then we note that

F’(aP,av,m, Y,B) >F(~=,c3v,m,Y, ce )

Hence, if the pinch is stable for P=co, it is certainly
stable for all finite /3. For /.3= w the stability condition,
Equation 119, becomes

ap2Y2Km(Y) —(m—avY)2Lm(Y)>l (168)

Since we are looking for the most unfavorable situa-
tion, it is sufficient to consider the — sign in (m&avY)~.

At Y=O>

L.(Y) =-:

so Equation 168 is certainly satisfied. At Y= CO, since

–L.=K,.=~

it is also satisfied. Hence, it is clear that for a given
m and uv, it is possible to find an Uposuch that Equation
168 is satisfied for all Y if UP~aPO. Let US suppose we
have done this for m=2, i.e., we have found UPOsuch
that

F2,w, apo(y)>l (169)

for all Y.
We will now show that Equation 168 must also be

satisfied for all m>2.
First we introduce

and rewrite Equation 168 as

---Y’)2(%)2+P’)
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Hence, if we can show

GYKCY’)=’Y”
and

-(2YL(2Y”’)>-L’(Y”(170)

then Equation 168 must be satisfied from all m, Y in
virtue of the fact it is satisfied for m=2.
Let

From Equation 163, we have

blc,n 1 m 2—..
dY Y [() ~ -(’+’n’kn’l’w=+[’-’’+’’’)””l

(171)
At Y=O

Solving Equation 171, we may write

f

Y

km– K2=e 0“ ‘k+m-[Jy’y’’{(w}+i”
fY“ ~k+K)(4+Y”)

~ dY’
co +:_;]>.

(172)

A similar procedure may be applied to the considera-
tion of Lm.

Thus we have proved Equation 170 and hence need
only satisfy Equation 168 for m=2 and /3= co to get a
sufficient condition for stability of aIl higher m. The
procedure used to do this is the same as that to be de-
scribed for m= 1.

The results are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3—Sufficient Condition for m~2 Stability
——1 1 8 !

av -------------------------- (! .25 1
tide. . ..--- . . . . . . ------- ------ .067 . d ,222 .46: 1.260
— ,_

By comparison with the FIGS. 10 through 14 of stability
regions, it may be seen that any system stable against
m=O, is stable for the higher modes.

C. m=l

For m= 1, our Equation 119 becomes

(173)

Again it maybe easily seen by looking at the asymptotic
forms that for any ccp, LZv,@, Equation 173 must be satis-
fied at Y==O and co. At Y=O, it is the effect of Gp,l, the
external conductor, which makes for stability. At Y= co,
it is the longitudinal fields. Due to the appearance of the
factor ( 1—avY)Z, there is a region of wavelength where
the perturbation just fits the corkscrew of the external
field tending to make for poor stability.

It is also easily seen from Equation 173 that for a given
av and p, one can find an CCPOsuch that all greater values
of ap satisfy Equation 173 for all Y. The method of
calculation used was to fix av and & then solve Equation
173 for aPZ as a function of Y. The resulting curve gives
UpZ=—@at Y=O and ~P2=_a ~a at Y= CO,with a maxi-
mum in between. The value of this maximum is then
apO, since for this value of aP, there is only one wave-
length which is neutrally stable.

In practice, a torus is used rather than an infinite cylin-
der to eliminate end losses, however, it is clear that for
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tori with large major to minor radius ratios, i.e., factors of
four or greater, the above results would apply.

FIGURE 10 shows the area of stability for an av=O.l.
It is apparent that for equilibrium of the pinch to exist
the fie’d inside the pinch and the field outside the pinch
must be equal. Thus

Bi~=B@~+Bva

Thus, for CZV=O.l the maximum value attainable for rips
will be 1.01. Curve 80 is a plot representing the maximum
value of apz attainable. Curve 81 is the curve for the
m =0 type irtstabifity. Thus, any ratio of .P2 to P which
is above curve 81 is stable with respect to m =0 or sausage
type instability. Curve 82 is the curve for m~l type
instabilities and any ratio of ccPato (3 which is above curve
82 is stable with respect to kink instability. Thus, for an
av=O.1, the only area in which a stfib’e pinch can be
obtained is the area below curve 80 and above curve 81.
This area is labeled “stable area” in FIGURE 10.

FIGURE 11 shows the area of stability for av=0.25.
Curve 84 defines the maximum value which ap2 can have
with tbe given av value. Curve 85 shows the lower limit
for stabilizing sausage type instability, while curve 86
shows the iower limit for stabilizing kink instabilities.
Thns, the stable pinch area is defined as the area below
curve 84, to the left of curve 86, and above curve 85.

FIGURE 12 shows the area of stability for CXV=0.5.
Curve 88 is the maximum value attainable by apz for the
given av. Curve 89 shows the lower Iimit for stabilizing
sausage type instabilities while curve. 90 shows the lower
lirt’sitfor stabilizing the kink instabilities and higher order
instabilities. It should be noted that in this case any ratio
of apz to P which is stabilized for kink instability is also
stabilized for sausage” instability.

FIGURE 13 is imilar to FIG. 12 except the cw value
considered is mv= 1. The stable area is considerably re-
duced over the previously considered cases. In FIG. 13,
curve 92, shows the maximum aP2 attainable while curves
93 and 94 show the lower limits for stabilizing sausage
and kink (and higher order ) instabilities respectively.

FIGURE 14 shows the stable area for ctv=O, that is,
the case when the B, field outside the pinch is zero. Curve
96 shows the maximum vahse attainable by Czpa,that is,
one. Curve 97 shows the lower limit for stabilizing saus-
age type instabilities. Curve 98 shows the lower limit for
stabilizing kink and highm order instabilities, Thus, the
stable area is considerably larger than in the previous
cases. It is immediately apparent from FIGURES 10
through 14 that the lower the value of av the larger the
area of stability.

The highly conducting current sheath develops at the
tube wall immediately upon breakdown, therefore we have

Bzi=Bzo(~g/~o) 2=BZ0 (p/p) a (175)

.“.aD= BXI(O]P)2. l/Be= BSO(D,Ip)~.5r0/I% (176)

and

where I is in amperes, r in cm,; and B in gauss. An ex-
pression for p’ in terms of I, p, B,O, and nkT is obtained by
writing the pressure balance equation:

BZez/8r+B02/8r= BZ~/8~+nkT

or

(178)

If we assume that preionization gives us an initial ion
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density rrO,and that n=p%o, we obtain, after substituting
Equations 176 and 177

‘+[%W2)12TF%
[15r-cRo ~ XXM’.zrtok T

= ~ B +~–—

(179)
While Equation 179 can be solved directly for p, cer-

tain approximations which have been experimentally
shown, enable us to simplify it considerably. For ex-
ample, if one restricts P and p such that P~2 and p< 1.2,
an error of less than 10 percent-in @ results frofi neglect-
ing the second left-hand termt which is the av contribution.
Then,

“’=[&l’[’-200”ln0k~‘180)
Again, if nkT< <BZ~/87r, which is the only case cur-

rently realized when values of BZ sufficient for stability
are used, Equation 180 reduces to

p= *O (or, ..= 1) (181)
0,

In this approximation, the gas serves only to supply a
tight, flexible conducting boundary between the regions
containing B%and BO.

The theory of stability of the pinch as presented above
requires that the equilibrium pinch configuration be char-
acterized by certain combinations of ap, A and % in order
to be stable against breakup from various modes of
deformation. In particular, the requirement for stability
against “sausage,” or radially symmetrical breakup is that
aP2> 0.5, or that more than fiaIf of the internal pressure
of the pinch be due to the included Bg field. Stability
against more complicated deformations is predicted when
p is held below certain critical values which depend on
both aP and a~.

One result of the theory is that for this case of zero in-
ternal plasma pressure, an upper limit. on P can” be found
for each value of av one may select. These vahies define
a boundary between regiorrs of stability and instability
on an CIv-p plane. However, in an actual pinch appar-
atus, av changes continually with p, the variation depend-
ing solely on the parameter p, a constant characterizing
the particular machine.

Rewriting Equation 178 for nkT=O,

1+aVz=aP2 (182)

Substituting in Equations 176 and 177, and eliminating
CCP,we obtain

~vz= 1

()

~z–~ 2

— –1
(183)

pa—l

This also gives a curve on the ~v—p plane, and tells
immediately whether the given machine is capable of
stable operation.

If the plasma is pre-heated to a temperature such that
its pressure is not negligible, and that it is then adiab-
atically compressed in a time slow compared to a re-
laxation time, one can obtain a curve for a~z in terms of
p as follows:

Writing Equation 178 for av=O, and substituting
@BzO/an for B8 we get

1~D%=
~+87rnk Z’

(184)

~

The assumption of slow adiabatic compression leads
to:

nkT=nOkTO@V=nOkToj310/3

where
7=5/3

36
Hence,

1
a“z = I + Kw3

5

When 8 is greater than one, i.e., when the radius of
the conducting shell 78 is greater than the radius of the

10 insulating container 76, which is generally the case except
as provided hereinafter, av is a variable and therefore
several of the FIGURES 10-13 may apply at different
times, thus up and av must be determined as functions
of p. Since

15 cup p’–l_.—
cq- 62—1

then

20

where

~=8.nOk T0
B“z
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1 + Ci”t
apz = 1+ K&z18

l“tlr.rs,

1@ =

()
(1 +K&3) x ;;+ 2– 1 (186)

1~pa=

()
(1 +KL?-’@ – ~ 2

FIGURE 15 shows the stable region for a, as a func-
tion of & Clrrve 101 shows the dividing line for sta-
bility against all types of pinch instabilities, the area
below curve 101 being the stable area. Curve 102 is the
operating curve for the case where 8=1.4, i.e., where the
ratio of the radius of the conductor to the radius of the
insulating container is 1.4. It should be noted that the
radius of the conductor can be considered the ra@us of
the conducting wall, i.e., the external conductor 78, or
in the preferred embodiment the radius of the wall pro-
tecting coolant chamber as explfiined in detail herein-
after. Curve 103 is the operating curve for the case
where ti= 1.2. Thus it is apparent that for operation in
the stable region it is necessary to have the ratio of the
radius of the external conductor to the radius of the
initial volume of gas (radius of insulating wall, gen-
erally) as small as possible. It should be noted that as
L-cV+O the operating curves pass into the unstable region,
thus actual operation under the conditions so far outlined
reqnires that the BZ field in the vacuum, i.e., between the
confining wall and the pinch above some value greater
than zero otherwise actual operation in the stable region
is not possible

FIGURE 15 is based upon the assumption that

nkT(cBZiz/8~

which has been verified by experiment.
FIGURE 16 is a plot of Ixpzas a function of @ and is

similar to FIGURE 14 where curves 96, 97, and 98 are
the same as previously explained. Curve 105 shows the
operating curve for the case where 8= 1.0 and K=O.5,
where K is the ratio of the initial plasma pressure to the
initial BZ pressure as defined above. As is apparent from
FIG. 16, the operating curve remains in the stable area
until a value of pe4 is exceeded. Thus in actual opera-
tion under these conditions sixteen-fold compression is
stable.

In the present case 8 would necessarily be greater than
one and a more meaningful picture is required since WV
is a continuously changing function of p m shown in
Equations 186 and 187.

FIGURE 17 shows the stable operating region under
the condition that WVis a variable which is a more realistic
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condition. Curve 107 is the dividing line between the
stable and unstable regions on a plot of ap~ as a function
of p, the area above curve 107 being the stable pinch
area. Curve 108 is an operating curve for a 8=1.2, a
K=O.5, and an adiabatic compression of 5/2. It is ap-
parent that actual operation is restricted to the area be-
low S approximately equal to 3.3.

FIGURE 18 is similar to FIG. 17. The only change
is the value of K being increased to 1.0. Thus increasing
K reduces the length of the stable operating line 110
above the stable curve 111.

It is clear from the foregoing and the figures that in
utilizing included BZ for pinch stabilization, one must
strive to keep the parameter d as near to unity as tech-
nically possible, particularly if the internal plasma pres-
sure is to be appreciable.

Containment

The features desired of a magnetic field configuration
for the containment of a hot plasma are:

(1) Containment
(2) Stability
(3) Minimization of magnetic field energy compared to

particle thermal energy
(4) A high value of magnetic field

If the pinch is wrapped around in a torus so that
there are no end electrodes and if it is stable then the
containment time is determined by particle diffusion
across the magnetic field. The parameters of this dif-
fusion are characterized by the ion Larmor radius and
the radial dimension measured in terms of the ion Lar-
mor radius. If the pinch radius r is smaller than the re-
turn conductor radius R, then the magnetic field at the
surface of the pinch BO(r) is greater by the ratio R/r
than the magnetic field at the outer conductor. This
property of the pinch field, that the field is greater at
the pinched plasma than at the wall, impIies both a mini-
mization of the containing field energy and also the pos-
sibility of reaching very high fieIds at the plasma. The
minimization of total magnetic field energy makes easier
the desired goal of recreating the magnetic energy by
thermonuclear reactions. The high value of magnetic
field at the plasma gives rise to the following advantages:

(1)
(2)
(3)

The

(1)

(2)

(3)

Short absolute reaction time
High initial density
Small ion Larmor radius

advantages in turn of each of these are:

The short absolute time implies:
a. Less time available for impurity regeneration

processes; e.g., sputtering and charge-exchange.
b. Small magnetic energy dissipation in conductors.
High initial density:
a. Removes the requirements of initial high vacuum

design.
b. Empirically facilitates the problem of initial ion-

ization and heating.
The small ion Larmor radius implies smaller physical

dimensions to the apparatus, and in addition smaller
energy for a given containment.

As pointed out above a measure of containment is the
dimensions of the system measured in terms of an ion
Larmor radius. If R=rspi where pi=ion Larmor radius
then the containment time measured in terms of the num-
ber of particle collisions available becomes proportional
to rsz. (This is proportional to the fractional number of
thermonuclear reactions which are needed for energy re-
generation. ) However, at an optimum temperature T,
Bpi is a constant. The total magnetic energy EM in the
system is proportional to

Therefore for a given containment factor n, less mag-
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netic energy is needed as the value of the field B is in-
creased.

The highest values of magnetic field can obviously be
obtained pulsewise; in addition the configuration of an
axial field inside of a theta- or pinch-field represents a
nonequilibrium state which can only be reached by pulsed
or dynamic operation. In addition it is necessary that the
plasma be heated pulse-wise. The design at this stage
consists of a toroidal pinch with an included axird mag-
netic field. The absolute value of the external field must
be as great as possible, but the peak field at the pinch will
be determined by the ratio of the tube radius R to pinch
radius r. This ratio is dependent upon the conditions im-
posed by stabilization. In order to specify the torus size
necessary for a given containment factor, it is necessary
to understand the limitations of the stabilized region of
the parameters of pinch radius, internal field, and particle
pressure.

With a knowledge of these limitations in mind, a
minimum size toroidal pinch may be designed to meet the
criterion of energy regeneration. The minimum size may
not necessarily be the optimum one, but it will define the
numbers involved and permit an easy scaling to different
size machines. The final size will be determined largely
by the limitations of condensers, switch gear, energy stor-
age, and strength of materials.

The pinch can be stabilized by the combination of an
internal axial magnetic field BZ and the presence of an
external conductor surrounding the pinch. The internal
BZ stabilizes perturbation wavelengths several times the
diameter of the pinch and smaller whereas the external
conductor stabilized perturbations of wavelengths ~qual
to or larger than the diameter of the external conductor.
The combined effects produce a region of stability for a
pinch radius greater than 1/5 the external conductor
radius (for negligible internal particle pressure )—scaling
to a minimum stable pinch radius of 1/2.5 the external
tube radius for

~K ~=~

8r

The expression NKT expresses the kinetic pressure of the
gas, N being the particle density and K Boltzman’a con-
stant.

The criterion for choosing the optimum stabilized pinch
conditions is assumed to be those conditions which give
the minimum time to regenerate the energy content of
the containing magnetic fields. The total elapsed time
of containment is assumed to be of prime importance be-
cause of impurity regeneration and because of field pene-
tration of coil conductors.

For a given optimum temperature, the energy regenera-
tion time is proportional to the total energy divided by
the reaction rate.

r-EljNzdV

F! is the total magnetic plus kinetic energy in the system
per unit length.

The integral is over the volume of the plasma (per unit
length)

If

R=t~e external conductor radius
r=pmch radius
Be=pinch field at radius R

then

The first term is the magnetic energy in the external pinch
field; the second term is the energy internal-to the pinch.
A limit is set on Be due to the maximum strength of the
coil system.
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The criterion for stability (no external B.) is that

therefore

B,= B;

FIGURE 19 shows a plot of T vmsus ~ wtilch shows that
the minimum energy regeneration time corresponds to a
f3>0.5 or @2.5. However an instability of a different
kind (m =0 occurs for P~O.5 so that the optimum ~ for
minimum energy regeneration time is 50% corresponding
to ~= R/r=2.5.

The ratio of the major to minor radius of the torus
should be large in order for the pinch to be more perfectly
centered, whereas a minimum available energy would
dictate a small ratio of major to minor radii. A ratio of
5:1 is preferred on the basis of which:

(1) The collapse heating shock is off-center. by 0.2 R.
The heating cycIe has riot yet Wen mentioned, but_the
ratio of Bz field on each side of the torus bore determines
the centering during the heating cycle.

(2) The pinch equilibrium is off-center by less than
.1 R.

(3) The inductance of the external torus loop is ap-
proximately equal to the inductance of the pinch circuit
at R/r= 3.5. The inductance of the external circuit of the
torus is approximately the self-inductance of a loop or
wire of loop radius b and crosswsction radius ‘a, The
loop inductance

The inductance of the internal pinch circuit is, thaf of a
coaxial line of radii ratio R/r and length equal to the
mean circumference around the torus= 2r(b).
Therefore the pinch inductance

If the torus has thick metal walls equal to the minor
radius R in order to withstand the high magnetic fields,
then b/a becomes 2.5 instead of 5.

Ll= 1.25~b

Therefore the Ioop inductance of the current path on
the outside torus surface becomes equal to the. intern.af
pinch circuit when

4)
or

ln~=l.25

5 or

:=3.5

&,=Ll “75
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1ne total energy m tne pmcn current incomes

‘.= ’2”~5R)%”R(’’’n1)’-1)

BO=250,000 gauss

Choose

:=2.5

therefore
EP=6.95 x 104RS joules

Approximately 40% of the current will IX flowing in
the external torus circuit so that the total energy in the
system becomes

Et=l.15 X 105R3 joules

The criterion for choosing R, the minor torus radius
is dependent upon the containment time required.

The containment time required is t!lat time necessary
to regenerate the magnetic and kinetic energy content of
the system. For the optimum parameters i30=250,000
gauss at the wall, R/r=2.5 (pinch ritio), Rt/R=5 (toms
ratio), we have already calculated the energy content.

The energy per linear centimeter is

* =1.05 xlWR~
t 10~R

=3.33X 10JIF joules/cm.

The rate of power. generated is dependent upon the
temperature, density and reaction rate. If we assume TD
at the optimum temperature such that the reaction rate
divided by the energy content is a maximum, then the
optimum temperature becomes 10 kev.

The power generated per cubic centimeter of ND=NT
plasma (temperature= 10 kev. ) including neutron kinetic
energy and capture energy in lithium is

P= N~2a~X2x 107X 1.6X 10–19 watts/cc.

u~10 ~ev.= 1x 10–16 cnl.s/see,
therefore

P=N~a 3.2x 1O-ZCwatts/cc.

The power generated per centimeter length is

P,= P#= P7rR$ w :it ts/cm.

For the condition R/r=2.5

l’1=.iiD9x3,2x10-Z8RZ~
(2.5)’

= N~z W X 1.61 X 10-23 watts~cm.

The density ND is determined by the magnetic field at
the pinch and p.

l?o~ Ii? NKT 4N~X104~<l.6X10-]a— ..- .
8T rz @ 5.!

or
ND=l.25 X 1017

then

F’1==(1.25x 1017)2”x 1.6x 1O–28=2.5X 10Gwatts/cm.

The containment time must therefore be the total energy
divided by the power production rate

3.35x 103
——= 1.3 millisec.

‘c= 2.5x 10’

If the fractional skin depth penetration of the magnetic
fields into the conductors is small within the time T., then
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all the external field and half the internal field (the B, in
vacuum) is reversible. That is, % of the field energy
can be returned to the external circuit, so that the D–T
reaction need create only 1A the total field energy. For
this condition 6

rc==330 &see.

The dimensions of the system should be based on a
particle diffusion time of 10-3 sec. to diffuse a distance r
in radius, i.e., for the pinch to diffuse to twice its original lo
radius.

The diffusion velocity is

VN
‘drifti=s.5X10-2— 7W2~2

~,v=~

15

r

T= 1.2X 10’ degrees K.

13=250,000; 20

7C= 10–$ sec.
therefore

r 3.5X 10-22.5X1017 25

‘d’irt=~=rXl.lX104X (6.25x 10F)2

or
T2=2X 10–3

or .
30

R=12 cm. r
This is such a small dimension that a number of other

limitations determine the minimum size, These are
(1) The pinch must be large enough to contain the re-

action products within its own magnetic field. 3J
(2) The fractional skin depth penetration of the nlag-

netic fields into the metal walIs must be small so that
the condition of field reversibility is met.

(3) The resistive compcment of the pinch induced cur-
rent circuit permits an analogous skin depth mixing of Be 40
and BZ fields such that BZ diffuses out of the pinch with
resulting instability.

The magnetic stiffness of a 3,5 m.e.v. a particle reaction
product is 2.5X 10rI gauss cm. Therefore the radius of
curvature in the pinch field at R of 2.5x 105 gauss is 1 43
cm. The field increases towards the center so that a
radius R of one centimeter or greater would contain all
the reaction products.

The skin depth penetration of B,z into the copper walls
for a pulse timer seconds is 50

B=4.5dT cm. ‘j-= 10-3 sec.

therefore
~=.142 cm.

If we assume a small fractional change in inductance, 55
then the fractional loss of of Be energy becomes

10”=1 – @&2

If we desire this to be small -25%, then R= 1 cm., Go
the same as the requirement on reaction product con-
tainment.

The resistive mixing of the Itz and Be fields by energy
exchange collisions in the plasma can be considered as
a skin depth problem. The resistanw of a plasma normal 65
to a stuong magnetic field is:

~-,.129xIo~ ohm cm.

where 70

/rrA= 15, the cutoff parameter
T= 1.2X 108 degrees K.

Therefore

76~=l,46x10-7 0hU3 Cm,
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The skin depth factor for Bz becomes

Z3=l.2~/;cm.
if ~=10–3 sec.

~=.038 cm.

In order that the mixing of the fields be small during
the reaction time, ~ should be small compared to r. If

:=1070

then r=.4 cm., or agrrin R= 1 cm. This resistive mixing
is similar to the particle diffusion across the field. In the
one case there is a gradient in particle density; in the
other, there is a gradient in field energy, and so it is not
surprising that they should both give the same final
dimension. The resistive diffusion could be less if the
electric field gradients were large—a-s would be expected
in a charge separation boundary layer; this would only
tend to lengthen the time scale to instabilities.

The heating cycle

So far only a containment configuration for a hot
plasma has been discussed. This consists of a stabilized
pinch wraped in a torus of major radius 5 cm., minor
radius 1 cm. and pinch radius .4 cm. Inside the pinch
one-half the energy is particle energy (NKT) and the
other half is axial magnetic field

BZZ

%

The final consideration is the method of obtaining the
field configuration and heating the plasma within it.

Experimentally it has been found that starting from
a cold deuterium gas in an insulating tube the passage of
a sut%ciently rapidly rising current will ionize the gas
and cause a pinch to form. If an axial magnetic field
is present, all the field within the insulator becomes
trapped within the pinch as if the pinch became conduct-
ing at its outside surface before any radial motion takes
place. This is as expected and forms the basis of the
desired configuration of Bz inside the pinch and Be out-
side. In this process the plasma is not heated very much
(KI’.- 1 to 10 ev.) because in general the rate of rise of
magnetic field is not high enough to give a high tempera-
ture shock. If the initial rate of rise were high enough
to form a high temperature shock, then there is not
enough time for the initial ionization to go to completion
so that either the discharge never pulls away from the
insulating walls, or, if it does, it leaves a large amount of
neutral gas behind. Therefore the initial ionization and
boundary layer formation must be done slowly to allow
a quasithermalization. However, as soon as the boundary
layer moves away from the wall, tbe trapped BZ field
inside is compressed because in first approximation flux
is preserved inside the plasma. The compression of Bs
internally represents a higher energy state than if it were
external to the pinch, and so, as discussed before, there
is a tendency for it to diffuse outside the pinch. Now
because the plasma is relatively cold, le~ than 10 ev.,
this takes place much more rapidly than it would if
the plasma were hot. The time-scale for the diffusion
is the time available during which additional heating
must take place if diffusion with subsequent instability
is to be prevented.

The resistivity at 10 ev. is

@f+ ohm CM
‘=1”2gx10’Tu9 “

brA=7
T= 1.2x 105 degrees K.

T=4.65 10-3 ohm cm.
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The skin depth a for a diffusion of the magnetic field

B=’dfor ~ time t seconds is

a 220tiZ cm.
The fractional volume of 5

B2

G

that is lost must be small (e.g. 30%) in order to main-
tain stability so that 10

(~+a)’ ~=,~—.
#

r=pinch radius
If the heating is started when r is close to the tube ]5

radius R=l cm., then a=.15 cm. Therefore

,15=220~~

The time available before additional heating is t=.45
flee. 20

This very short time indicates that the heating cycle
must be very rapid: me O*Y possibility that is ap-
parent is shock heating.

It is therefore proposed to shock heat the plasma as
soon as it pulls away from the insulator walls by the 25
sudden application of additional magnetic field. This
additional magnetic field can be either B@ or BZ. Before
discussing the difficulty of making the shock with either
the pinch (BO) or collapse (Bz) field it is necessary to
consider the subsequent heating that can occur during 30
the later stages of pinch.

If the plasma is first shock heated to 2.2 kev. with a
change in radius from

R
rO=R to r,=-

35

@

then the subsequent compression of the pinch will adi-
abatically compress and heat the plasma further. The
amount Qf this. subsequent compression is 40

so that the temperature of the plasma will increase ac-
cording to the appropriate adiabate. If there is a t@-- 45
realization time availabIe within the doubling time of the
pinch maguetjc field pressure, then the effective gamma
of the plasma is 5/3 and the temperature increases by
the 2/3 power of the containment. Or

Tf=2.2 x (4.5 )2/s=6 kev. 50

If a thermalizing time is not available during the com-
pression, the plasma will compress with a garnma=2,
$P that

T~=2.2 x (4.5)1= 10 kev. 55
The thermalizing time for the ions before compression
at 2.2 kev. is:

11.4%mZW~t=
NkA 60

T=2.2 kev.=2.64 x 107 degrees
btA=13
N=4x 10I5 D+ T/cc.

Therefore 65
7t=4,7 )( 1O-B sec.

The thermalizing time at the end of compression rtssum-
ing 7=2, is

~t= 10 ~sec,

The electron thermalizing time will be 60 times faster,
70

so that if the pinch compression takes a total of 10 psec,
during which time the pressure increases by (4.5) Z then
the ions will compress as if 7=2, and the electrons will
remain colder by a factor of 0,6. 75
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The shock heating, therefore, must be designed to give

a temperature of 2.2 kev. at a compression of essentially
unity. If the shock is considered completely irreversible,
then the energy in the shock field must be equal to the
energy needed to heat the plasma plus the reversible work
done on the magnetic fields. Since it is required to
reach a

NK T
P= B=Z18.+ NK T

=.0.5

itmeans that there will be an equal energy irt particles and
internal magnetic field. This implies a shock pressure twice
the original BZ2/8Tr, which implies twice the original en-
ergy, Now the shock will certainly not be completely
irreversible so that more energy than the factor of two
will be needed,

The original BZO can be calculated from the final Be
and pinch ratio

B82 ~z B,;
—— .
87r ~’ 87T(l -@)

BZf=final BZ inside pinch
9=0.5
Be=250,000 gauss
Rlr=2.5
Therefore

I&= 1.77 B.

since flux is preserved inside the pinch,

B = ~2B

~f ~ ~.

The original bias field becomes:

1 77B9
—= .283Bo= 70,000 gauss‘Zo= (25)2

Assume a shock strength of 4 times the pressure, name-
IY 140,00 gauss. The total energy if the shock is in BZ is

E.= (BZ2/8m) 10#Rs=8 x 102 joules

If the shock is in B, outside and BZ inside such that BZ
inside is 140,CKK) gauss, then Be at the wall becomes

BZ/tiZ= 100,000 gauss.

E.= 10#Rq~(21nfi-+ 1) =6.7X 103 joules

Therefore if the shock is made with pinch field it re-
quires 15% less energy.

In order to calculate the voltage needed for applying
the magnetic field of either shock, it is necessary to define
the time in which the field must rise. In general the
time to raise the pressure must be equal to or less than
sound speed across the diameter of the tube. Sound
speed in this case is the velocity of a 2.2 kev. ion=
4.3 X 107 cm./sec,
Therefore

2 cm.
—=4.5X 10-s sec.

‘=4.3X 107

The flux added is ~R2( 140,000-70,000). Therefore

v=~x; x lo-a= 75,000 volts

for a collapse shock four times as strong as the original
bias field pressure.

If the shock is created by a sudden pinch field, the
voltage is:

v=~~
At 2

L=2x 10–9 x 10wRlnR/rl

R/rl=@
I=5R (4Be ) = 500,000 amps
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Therefore

V=380,000 volts

The factor of 5 in voltage isroughly the ratio of width
of conductors that bring in the current. The collapse
current width is the major circumference of the torus
whereas the pinch current width is the minor cir~umfer-

ence of the torus tube,
The collapse shock magnetic field should last for a

time corresponding to a few times sound speed across
the minor diameter of the torus. The instability on the
other hand is the m=l mode which will require a time
to grow like several times sound speed around the major
circumference of the torus. Therefore the colIapsefieId
can have decayed away long before the instability could
grow.

For a machine able to recreate the energy content of
the containing magnetic fields, a given fractional num-
ber of reactions must be available; equivalently a cer-
tain number of coulomb collisions must be available
before diffusion out of the fields; which in turn implies
a given number n of Larmor radii within the radius of
the machine, This was the origin of the scaling law
n-RB.

First reconsider how the collapse shock voltage scales
with size R for constant n. The collapse field is a con-
stant fraction of the final field. The flux is proportional
to the cross-section area of the tube. The voltage scales
as

Aqkflux
At=time

The time for changing the flux-raising the shock pres-
sure—depends upon sound speed across the diameter.
Since the temperature to be reached in the shock is in-
dependent of size, the shock velocity is the same, but the
distance goes as R. Therefore
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so that the voltage becomes

This implies that the collapse shock voltage is independ-
ent of size for the conditions imposed. Similarly the
pinch shock voltage is independent of size.

fit

AI-BR
At-Rto
L-2rR’lnR/r

The pinch ration R/r remains constant. The torus cir-
cumference 2n-R’NR.
Therefore

Ktn 10

V is constant for a given n.
The 1 cm. pinch parameters have been derived. The

4 cm. radius one wiil have an energy Iar&er by 4; a peak
pinch field smaller by 4; a required containment time 16
times larger and shock energy 4 times greater.

If additional axial magnetic field B, is added external
to a stabilized pinch (BZ inside, BO outside), the effect
is to make the system more unstable to the long wave-
length m= 1 mode. This can be understood qualitatively
by noting the fact that it is the compression of the B,
flux between the pinch and the wall that stabilizes the
long wavelength m= 1 mode. Therefore, if a given
radius pinch is in pressure equilibrium with Be outside,
then, adding B. to B, outside, implies that Be must de-
crease in order to maintain the same ecpilibrium posi-
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tion. Less Be will tend to make a given radius pinch
more unstable. Since the minimum radius stable pinch
is limited by the growth of the long wavelength, m= 1
mode instability, it is understandable that the fractional
external BZ,

13. external
a.= _

is an important parameter limiting the stabilized region.
The stability curves show various fractions of external
magnetic field. As this fraction, a,, is increased, the
minimum stable radius decreases for a given

(B2=B22+B,~!)

It is therefore important to understand the behavior
of the external magnetic field in the contignrations to be
used.

The simplest configuration to start with is a uniform
axial field inside a cylindrical conductor of radius R with
an insulating tube inside radius p. It is assumed that the
pinch traps and compresses all the flux inside the radius
p, as in FIG. 20. The external axial field will then be
a function of the pinch radius depending upon the in-
sulator size and particle pressure inside the pinch.

Bz ext.-r,,. I

a’= Be e~ternril

r=pinch radius
R=inside radius of cylindrical conductor ,
p=insulator inside radius
Bz=external axial field
B’Z=initial uniform axial field
BO=pinch field at r

let
v=R/r
a= R/p

BOZ+BZ2=Bz=NKT+BZ~

Bzi=inside field
fi=NKT

B.i2 _ (B’y,}’ p 4 (B’s)z Y’

()
B#+BzZ=-—— — =— —

l–fl-l-~ ; 1–8 4

Therefore

Be= 4F--B’%)($=)274 (B’,)2

Therefore
~2_.1

“’=2=-
FIGURES 20 through 22 illustrate the behavior of a,, the
external field versus the pinch radius parameter ~ for
varions size insulators ?2 The stability curve S for the
pinch is drawn on in addition. Below the stability curve
represents less BZ and so defines stability. Therefore
when” the av curve is below the S curve, the pinch should
be stabIe. It is evident that to obtain a stable pinch, the
insulator must be close to the tube dimension. In practice
and for long containment times this is difficult. There is
always an external circuit driving the B, field and if the
tube is split to allow the B, field to enter rapidly a, will
be even larger. Even if the tube is not split, the skin
depth factor will allow additional BZ field to diffuse out
of the wall during long containment times. The con-
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netted vohlme or inductance is characterized by the
parameter q where the total flux area is TRW. The ex-
ternal field then becomes:

5

-yze2’-l

“’=-GX>T ‘0
FIGURES 23 through 25 show the strong destabilizing
effect of an external inductwce attached to the axial field
circuit. In practice, if collapse heating is used, the ex- I ~
ternal inductance wifl have to be considerably larger ( 2
to 4 times) than the primary pinch tube inductance, so
that the effeet is serious.

The obvious way to control the external IIz is to pro-
gram it to zero when the pinch is forming, If a frac- 20
tiort of the primaiy ‘pinch current is fed back into the
axial field circuit, the” Ba ‘cap be made to “buck out” or
program the BZ to zero. When the BZ equals zero, the
axial circuit is crow-barred (shorted) to maintain zero BZ.

To calculate. the stability behavior of such a pro- 25
grammed Bz,”a comparison “must be made between a, for
various programs versus the stability curve. Let

BZ=B’Z—WB,

where Be has been redefined to be measured at the tube
wall. Also let ~ co because coupling to the pinch current
will require a relatively large inductimce.”” w is the frac-
tion of B, that is used to buck out the original axial field
B’z. Therefore,

For the phase of the cycle where B. is programmed
p will be small — assumed zero. The prwsure equili-
brium then becomes:

()+B,’+B.’=(B’J’ ; 4

or

~OB#=— B,a+;(B, +-WBO)2

Therefore

+=$(’+3’-’
or

+(1-%?-2%+(’-$)=0
solving for av

~_@

c%= W(%v-i’%o(’%)
~4–y2ti2

~%* N 41’’JCJ+ ‘y~ -w

FIGURES 26. through 28 show the behavior Of av for
various programmed w

ILLgeneral when the BZ is programmed ovt, the av lies
below tile S curves (stable region). This is even so for
the high P case, which implies that the pinch can be well
within the stable region during this phase of the cycle.

The insert curYes i,n FIGURES 26 th!~qgh 28 show
the pressure on the pinch during the course. of Pro-
gramming the B. to zero. The pressure drops below the
internal pressure of the pinch during a small part of the
program, but if .lhe process is done rapidly, the “ex-p;m-sion,.
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into the insulating walls should be small. A program u
of about .5 will be about optimum.

Summary symbols in hory of stabilized pinch

p==material pressure at the plasma surface
O=density

v=velocity of plasma

~=magnetic field

~=electric field
..
j=current density
~
I =sheet current density on surfase Qf plasma
,=chmge density

Gc =shcet charge density oil surface of Plasma
~O=permeability coq~tant of space
KU=dielectric c.orwtar? of space

P =vector operator
t=time
m, k, and w=characteristics constants

n =unit normal to the surface dkected into plasma
u=nor.mal velocity of the pla$ma surface
t, 8, z=cylindrical coordinates
po==initial plasma pressure
po=initial p!asma density
c. s, h, (, q, & S, x, ~, y, y, a are constants
fl=Hanke] function
~= Bessel functiorr
R =perturbation of boundary surface or the coefficient of

the exponential representing the perturbation
Subscript and superscript P refers w the space within the

plasma
Subscript and superscript V refers to tb.e space outside the

plasma, i.e., in vacuum
Subscript i refers to the v?!urn.e ~vithin the pinch
Subscript o refers to the v.c@ne outside the pinch
y= Y=kro
?l=unit vector along field lines
b=maguitude of the field
P=pressure tensor of the plasma

E=dispiacentent of plasma
Pi=pressure inside plasma
EO=energy of the particles in plasma
~=direction cosine of velocity vector of particles wilh

z-axis before displacement
EL =orbital energies perpendicular to field lines
E II ==orbital energies parallel to the field lines
dl=element of length
p3=energy density per cubic centimeter in the plane

perpendicular to the field
P=the ~atio of radius of the conductor to the radius of

the pmch=rC/rO
CCV2=BZ2(outside pinch) /B@3 (outside pin~h)
aP2=B.2 (inside pinch) /B,z (outside pinch) =B,Z/

- Be2=-~*2;Bo2 -

B,=self-constricting magnetic field due to longitudinal
pinch current

Bz=longitudinal magnetic field
rO=pinclt radius at equilibrium
r~=radius of outer conductor
rg=irrner radius of insulating container
Bo=initial applied longitudinal field
Bi=B~=longitudinal field inside pinch
Be= Bv=longitudinaI field outside pinch
8=rC/r~

Apparafus

FIGURE 29 is a schematic drawing of the nuclear
fusion reactor of the present invention wherein the det~ils
of the cooling apparatus are omitted in order to more
clearly show the fundamental apparatus of the invention.
The reactor of the present invention comprises a toroidal
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chamber 115 constructed from porcelain, quartz, or other through inlets 125 into the manifold 127, where it divides
insulating material. The toroidal chamber functions as and enters a plurality of p:ssages 140 defined by the re-
the original container for the gas and is the volume entrant walls 141 of manifoid 127. These walls 141 are
within which the nuclear fusion reaction takes place. of insulating material, as is manifold 127 and inlets 125.
The toroidal chamber 115 is enclosed within a conduct- 5 The passsges 140 are connected to openings 142 in the
ing sheil 116 which is made from copper or other elec- conducting shell 116. Openings 142 are connected to
trica~ly conducting material. The conducting shell 116 the charmel 129 in the conducting shell 116. Thus water
is the electrical primary for creating the pinched plasma pumped into inlets 125 passes into the channel 129 and
as described in detail hereinafter. The conducting shell to the outlet manifold which is constructed in the same
116 has a slot or discontinuity 117 which is defined by 10 mmner as the inlet manifold assembly described, and is
two electrically conductive ring plates 118 and 119 not shown in detail.
(girthing toroidal chamber 115 spaced apart with insulat- Adjacent and within the conducting shell 116 is the
ing material (not shown) between plates 118 and 119. toroidal chamber 115 which contains a non-conducting,
Aromd the shell 116 a B, winding 120 is pIaced which hollow, wail-protecting chamber 135 arranged inside of
is the Iongit udimd magnetic field winding and creates 1s the toroidal chamber 115. This chamber has a water in-
the longitudinal magnetic tleld within the plasma. One let 136 passing through an opining 144 in the inlet mani-
end 114 of the BZ winding 120 is connected through lead fold assembly, which connects to the channel 143 within
1S0 to a source of voltage 121, the other end, 122, of the the chamber 135 through which the coolant flows. The
winding 120 being connected to the plate 118 (see also ch~mbcr 135 is constructed so that no large portion of
FIG. 30). The B. source is also connected to the con- Z. the wail of the chamber 115 is exposed with respect to
ducting shell 116, through lead 185, on the side opposite the center line 138 of the toroidal chamber 115. Further,
the connection 122, so that the shell 116 is the return the water inlet and outlet for chamber 135 are placed so
conductor for the BZ source 121. The BZ winding 12~ that the water or other coolant passing through the chan-
is a tube through which distilled water or other coolant nel 143 of chamber 135 travels completely around the
is passed. FIGURE 30 shows a more detailed view of 25 inside of the toroidfil chamber 115 to a point adjacent
the outside of the nuclear fusion reactor of the present but spaced from the inlet point and is Lhere connected
invention. The BZ winding 120 has its end 122 con- to the outlet 137. The outlet 137 passes through gas
netted to a heat exchanger (not shown) through lead outlet 139 of the toroidal chamber 115, the gas outlet
123. The heat exchanger is electrically insulated from 139 being located diametrically opposite the gas inlet 124.
the winding 120 and the source 121 to which it returns so The non-conducting, hollow, wall-protecting chanlber 135
the coolant. is preferably constructed of instrIating material and has

A gas inlet pipe 124 is provided to the toroidal cham- distilled water running through it to carry away the heat
ber 115 and it is through inlet pipe 124 that the thermo- deposited by the bremsstrahlung as described in more
nuclear fuel, preferably a tritium-deuterium mixture of detail hereinafter.
equal proportion, flows into the toroidal chamber 115. 35

A phmdity of non-conducting coolant inlet pipes 125
Gas supply system

(see FIG. 30) are connected to the conducting shell 116 As stated hereinbefore, the present invention utilizes
for cooling the conducting shell and removing much of Iow density ionized gas to produce a thermonuclear re-
the heat created by the nuclear fusion reaction taking action. This gas, preferably either deuterium, tritium or
place within the toroickd chamber 115. coolant inlet lo a mixture thereof, is supplied to the toroidal chamber
pipes 125 are connected through the conductin~’ shell ?.s 115 through gas inlet 124. The apparatus of FIG. 33 is
is apparent from FI~J. 31 to the coolant outlet pipes [26. connected to inlet pipe 124. The supply means consists
FIGURE 31 is a cross-sectionaI view of the ,minor of a gas supply tank 160 from which the pure thermo-
toroidal diameter taken aIong section A—A of FIG. 30. nuclear fuel is p~ssed through a pressure regulating valve
From this figure it is apparent that the coolant inlet PiPes 45 161. The regulated gas is then prosed through a pal-
125 are manifolded in two inlet manifolds 127 and 128, ladium Iezk 162. A lead pipe 163 is provided so that
the coolant inlet manifolds being associated with the top the palladium leak 162 may be evacuated before actu’d
and bottom halves of the split conducting shell 116. The operation btgins. A by-pass line 164 is provided through
conducting shell 116 is made in two parts insulated from a normally closed valve 165 so that the entire vacuum
each other in order to provide a non-conducting path so system, as well as the toroidal ch::mber 115, can be
for the BZ field. The manifold 127 is cormcctcd through flushed with gas directly from the gas supply system.
channel 129 in the conducting she~l 116 to outlet mmi- The by-pass line 164, as well as the output of the pal-
foid 130 from which electrically insulated outlet pipes ladium leak 162, are fed through gauge 166, and valve
126 remove the heated water and/or steam to a common 167 to a terminal pipe which is connected to the inlet
steam header for use in producing power. Manifold 128 55 pipe 124. The g.uge 166 indic~tes the various gaug:s
is connected in a similar manner to outlet manifold 131, that may be used in maintaining the proper amount of
the bottom portion of FIG. 31 being symmetrically iden- gas to be allowed to enter the reaction chamber 115.
tical with the top portion shown.

The electrical insulator 132 separating the upper and
Vacuum system

lower portions of the conducting shell 116 need only be 60 Connected to the gas outlet 139 is the vacuum system
approximately 1/s-inch thick, since it must withstand the shown in F~G. 34. Since there must be a constant flow of
voltage of on!y one turn of the BZ winding, both portions gas through the toroidal chamber 115 to provide new
of the conducting shell 116 being connected to the same fuel to sustain the nuclear fusion reaction taking place
electrical source and therefore having the same applied and to remove the reaction products, i.e., hydrogen, heli-
voltcge and current flow. Tbe BZ windings 120 are spaced 65 urn and to a limited extent tritium and HE3, the outlet
from the conducting shell 116 by means of sp?.cers 133 139 from the reaction chamber is connected by pipe 169
in order to provide room for the bolts 134 which hold to a flow control valve 170. This valve controls the aper-
the semicircular segments of the conducting shell 116 ture through which the drawn-off gas passes and [hereby
around the toroidal chamber 115. It should be noted controls the rate of such flow. Attached to the contr~l
that windings 120 need be insulated from the conducting 70 flOW aPerture of this valve is the vacuum system. This
shell 116 sufficient to withstand only the Bz voltage. system consists of a large aperture stopcock 171, a liquid

Referring now to FIG. 32, which is a sectional view air trap 172, a two-siage mercury cliffusion pump 173, and
along line B—B of FIG. 31, the detailed arrangement a standard motor driven vacuum pump 174 vented through
of the components in the toroidal chamber is immedi~te- oullet 175 to any convenient gas tight chamber. The re-
ly apparent. The coolant (distilled water) is pumped 75 action products contined in this chamber may then be
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separated in any manner known in the art. All the latter
named elements are well-known in the art.

Initial ionization system

As pointed out hereinbefore, the operating character-
istics of the present device require that the gas present
in the toroidal reaction chamber be ionized before the
actual operating cycle is begun. For this purpose a pre-
operation gas ionizing R.F. system is provided. This
R.F. system (see FIG. 35) consists of t-e following com-
ponents. The master oscillator 145 feeds its output of
from 5–10 megacycles into a frequency multiplier circuit
146. The output of the multiplier circuit, which has fre-
quencies of from 5 to 110 megacycles, is amplified by
power amplifier 147 which has a power output of many
kilowatts. This amplifier output is fed through a coaxial
cable 148 to a tuning circuit indicated generally at 149.

The above-indicated circuits, i.e., the master oscillator,
frequency multiplier and power amplifier circuits, are
diagrammatically indicated in FIG. 35, since their respec-
tive components and interconnections are wel:-!mown in
the art. -

The tuning circuit 149 consists of a tank circuit 150
having an im~edance coil 151 in Darallel with a variable
capac~ance 152. The tank circuit 150 is impedance cou-
pled to the output of power amplifier 147. Thus, by
means of variable capacitance 152, the tank circuit can
be tuned to the R,F. output and will have the same fre-
quency as the driving circuit.

The two leads 153 and 154 are the output of the tuning
circuit 149, and are connected to semi-cylindrical capaci-
tance electrodes 155 and 156, respectively. The electrode
155 is sealed within the tubular gas in’et pipe 124 (see
FIG. 30). The second electrode 156 is sealed within the
gas outlet pipe 139 which is located diametrically opposite
to the first member (see FIG. 32). E1ectrode 156 Con.
stitutes the second plate of a capacitor, while electrode
155 constitutes the first plate. Thus, the capacitance be-
tween these two electrodes will ionize the gas present be-
tween them, i.e., the gas Contained within the toroidal
reaction chamber 115.

Primary circuits

The various electronic circuits associated with the nu-
clear fusion reactor of the present invention are shown
schematically in FIGURE 36. Specifically the BZ coil
120 is connected through lead 180 to t e plate of ignitrons
181, two ignitrons in parallel being shown to indic~te that
a plnra]ity of these tubes are required for the particular
circuit. The cathode of each of these ignitrons is con-
nected to a po”e 1S2 of a double pole double throw motor
operated switch indicated generally at 183. The asso-
ciated pole 184 of each of these switches is connected
through lead 185 to the conducting s’”ell 116. The poles
182 are connected to a charging circuit 186 and to the
opposite associated pole 187 of the switch 183. The
poles 184 are connected to the associated opposite
poles 188. The central poles 189 are connected to
condensers 190. These condensers indicate a con-
denser bank having a capacitance of 1400 m’cro-
farads with a rating of 10 kv. At the operating condition
of 5 kv. the total stored energy is 7 x 104 joules. The
starter electrodes 191 are connected through switch 192
to a trigger voltage source 193. Lead 180 is connected
through a voltage monitoring trigger circuit 174 by lead
195 to a firing circuit 196. P1ate 118 of conducting shell
116 is connected to common Icad 197 and plate 119 of
conducting shell 116 is connected to common lead 222.

Stage I of the primary voltage circuit consists of spark
gaps 198 having a triggering probe 199. The gaps 198
insulate the condensers 200, one side of the condensers
200 is connected to common lead 222, the other side of
the condensers 200 being connected to one electrode of
the spark gap 19S. The other electrode of the spark gap
is connected to common lead 197. The condensers 200
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indicate a condenser bank having a total capacitance of
10 pf. at 100 kv. with a total stored energy of 105 joules.
The trigger probe 199 is connected inductively at 201
to the firing circuit 196. The condensers 200 are con-
nected through leads 202 to a common charging circuit
203.

Stage H consists of ignitrons 204 having their plates
connected to common lead 197 and their cathodes con-
nected by leads 20.5 to a charging circuit 206. The cath-
odes are also connected to one side of condensers 207,
the other sides of 207 being connected to common lead
222. The starter electrodes 208 of the ignitrons 204 are
connected to a firing circuit 209 which is connected
through lead 210 to a voltage monitoring trigger 211
which monitors the voltage on common lead 197 through
lead 212.

Stage 111 of the primary voltage circuit consists of i=mi-
frons 213 having their plates connected to common lead
197 and their cathodes connected through leads 214 to a
common charging circuit 215. The cathodes are a;so con-
nected to double pole double throw motor operated
switches 216 which are connected in the same manner as
switches 183 above described, The condensers 217
represent a condenser bank of 28,000 pf. at 20 kv. with
a total stored energy of 5.6x 106 joules. The starter elec-
trodes 218 are connected to a common firing circuit 219
which is connected to a time delayed trigger 220 which
is connected through lead 221 to the firing circuit 209.
The common lead 197 is connected through circuit breaker
225 to lead 226 which is connected to the plates of igni-
trons 227. Tne cathodes of ignitrons 227 are connected
through leads 228 to a charging circuit 229. The cathodes
of igrutrons 227 are also connected to double pole double
throw motor driven switches 230 which are similar to the
above described switches 183. The condensers 231 con-
nected across the central poles 230 represent a bank of
condensers having a total capacity of 10 f. at 500 volts
with a total stored energy of 5 x 105 joules. The starter
electrodes 232 of ignitrons 227 are connected to a voltage
monitoring trigger 233 which is connected by lead 234 to
secondary lead 235 which is connected to ~ommon Iead
197. The voltage monitoring trigger 233 monitors the
voltage on lead 235. The circuit breaker 225 is set to
break the circuit at 500 volts by means of voltage moni-
toring trigger 236 which is connected to common lead 197
and to the circuit breaker 225.

The secondary lead 235 is connected to the plme of
ignitron 237 and to a voltage monitoring trigger 238 which
is connected through lead 239 to the starter electrode 240
of the ignitron 237. The cathode of ignitron 237 is con-
nected through lead 241 to one side of a load (not shown),
the other side of the load being connected to common
lead 222.

Reactor statistics

Toroidal chamber:
Major diameter ---------------------- 12Y2 in.
Minor diameter ---------------------- 2% in.
Wall thickness ----------------------- % in.
NIzterial ---------------------------- porcel~in,

Conducting shell:
Major diameter ------------------ 121Yzin.
Thickness (total) ---------------- 1 in.
Width of channel 129----------- M in.
Insulator 132, thickness ---------- ?~~ in.
Material-_ -----_ ---------------, copper.
Discontinuity 117 (width) -------- M in.
Coolant ------------------------- Distilled water.
Coolant flow rate ---------------- 12 liters/see.
Coolant inlet temperature --------- 20° C.
Coolant outlet temperature --------- elOOO C.

Primary pulse (stage I(CI ) ):
Voltage -------- -------------------- 100 kv.
Length of time ---------------------- 2.2 psec.
Capacitance (total) ------------------ 10 ~fd.
Total energy stored ------------------- 105 joules.
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Reactor statistics—continued

‘Heating pulse (stage II (CZ) ):—
Voltage ----------------- .500 psec.
Length of time applied __.-. 2 f.
Capacitance (total )------ 500 volts.
Number of condensers ----- 1000 at 2X 10–3 f. each.
Total energy stored ------- 2.5 X 105 joules.

Pinching pulse (stage III):
Voltage ---------------------- 20kv.
Length of time applied ----------- 622 ~sec.
Capacitance (total) --------------- 28,000~f.
Number of condensers (20kv. )-. 840at33pf. each.
Total energy stored ____________ 5.6x1OG joules.

Reaction pulse (stage IV (C4) ):
Voltage ------------------- 500v01ts.
Length oftime applied --------- x.1 sec.
Capacitance (total) --------- 10f.
Number ofcondensers (.5kv. ) 1000 at 10–~ f. each.
Total energy stored ---------- 5X105 joules.

BZ winding:
Material ------------------------ Copper.
Outside diameter _________________ ?4 in.
Inside diameter ------------------- %in.
Cmlant ------------------------ Distilled water.
Coolant flow rate ---------------- 150cc./sec.
Coolant inlet temperature ---------- 20” C.
Coolant outIet temperature ---------- 70° C.
Coolant outlet pressure ----------- 100p.s.i.
Voltage ------------------------ 5kv.
Field (initial) ___________________ 50 kilogauss.
Capacitance of source (total) ------- 1400~f.
Total energy stored ---------------- 7X104 joules.

Coolant chamber 135:
Thickness (total)-------- 4mm.
Coolant channel thickness 2mm.
Electrical connections ----- None.
Coolant ----------------- Distilled water.
Coolant flow ------------ 200cc./sec.

(pressurized).
CooIant inlet temperature 20” C.
Coolant outlet temperature 70” C.
Applied voltage --------- None.

Gas input rate____ 1200 cc./sec. atO.l mm. Hg pressure.
Gas extraction rate 1200 cc./sec. atO.l mm. Hgpressnre.
Gas pressure-Adjusted during operation to the lowest

possible value to minimize cooling diffi-
culties of lining, and minimize damage to
porcelain liner, 100 microns or less.

Gas composition ----------- 5070 deuterium–50% tritium.
Pre-ionization

Voltage ------------- 5kv.
Frequency ------------ 27mm./cycles/sec.

Energy input
(total/pulse) -------- 6megajou1cs.

Energy output
(total/pulse) ________ 17tmegajoules.

Bremsstrahlung energy---- z1OYO of total.
Neutron energy ---------- z75% of total.
Electrical energy --------- -6% of total.
Heat ___________________ z9% of total
Plasma current

(maximum) ------------ -5 megamps.
Plasma temperature

(maximum) --------- _lOkev.

Operation

Inpreparing cooperate the present device, avery high
vacuum is first attained within the toroidal reaction
chamber 115. The gas supply 160 is turned off by means
of valve 161 and the palladium leak 162 (see FIG. 33)
is evacuated through lead 163 to remove all contaminants
intoroidal chamber 115.

The next operation is to close the lead 163, open the
gas supply valve 161 and open valve 165 to permit the
gas to by-pass the palladium leak 162 so that the gas
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supply system and the reaction chamber will be flushed
with the gas to be used as the thermonuclear fuel. The
flushing of the system is continued initially for a rela-
tively long period of time to insure that all of the high
Z reactants have been removed from the toroidal reac-
tion chamber 115.

The by-pass valve 165is then closed and the gas flow
thereafter is regulated by the palladium leak 162 rind
valve 167 in such a manner that the stabilized pressure
within the toroidal chamber 115 has a value of from 1
to 100 microns, preferably the order of 10 microns, prior
to actual electrical operation. The palladium leak 162
will regulate the flow of gas into the supply system up to
valve 167. The vacuum system (see FIG. 34) is capable
of removing the gas at a much faster rate than the supply
system is capable of supplying it. A variable aperture
electrically operated valve 170 of any type well-known
in the art of vacuum systems is provided so that the
gas within the reaction chamber prior to electrical oper-
ation is maintained at a constant density of about 1015
particles per cc. (the order of 10 microns). Thus con-
continual thermonuclear fuel flow through the chamber
115 during operation is employed.

The initial ionizing system is then energized, i.e., an
R.F. field is created between the two electrodes 155 and
156. Since these electrodes are located between the two
diametrically opposed gas inlet and outlet members 124
and 139 respectively, thk field will be divided into two
paths, each circumscribing onehdf circle. The gas with-
in the reaction chamber 115 will be subject to this fieId,
will be initially slightly ionized and is referred to herein-
after as the pre-ionizing stage.

In preparing the electrical circuit shown in FIcG. 36
for operation, the condensers 190 of the circuit 121 are
charged through charging circuit 186 by connecting poles
182 and 184 to poles 189. Inthismanner the condensers
190 will have a particular predetermined polarity.

Charging circuits 203, 206, 215 and 229 are energized
and condensers 200, 207, 217 and 231 respectively, are
charged to their rated capacity. It should be noted that
condensers 217 and 231 will be charged with a particular
polarity dependent upon switches 216 and 230 respec-
tively. Ingeneral itmaybe stated that upon discharge of
any one of the four stages of condensers the voltage on
common lead 197 would be negative with respect to
ground in the preferred embodiment. Stages I through
IV are now ready for operation.

The various coolants supplied are now activated in the
following manner. Distilled water used as a coolant in
the preferred embodiment is passed through non-con-
ducting coolant pipes 125, through coolant inlet mani-
fold 127, around channel 129 through coolant outlet
manifold 130into nonconducting corrkmtoutletpipes 126.
This coolant ispassed through chmmel 129 at ara:eof 12
liters/sec. andhasan inlet temperature of 20° C. and an
outlet temperature of 100” C. with the appropriate pres-
sure on the inlet side. The B, winding 120 has distilled
water passing through it at a rate of approximately 150
cc. /sec. at an inlet temperature of 20° C. and an outlet
temperature of 70° C. at 120 pounds pressure, and is
passed into lead 123around thetoroidal shaped BZ wind-
ing to a heat exchanger located external to the appamtos
of the reactor. Chamber 135 is provided with a coolant
through inlet 136 at an initial temperature of 20° C. at
the appropriate pressure. The coolant passing through
this chamber passes entirely around the torus to a point
adjacent to inlet 136 where it flow soutthroughoutlet 137
at a temperature of approximately 70° C. This water
then passes through a heat exchanger (not shown) and
back into inlet 136.

Other coolant jackets may be provided with liquid
metals, e.g., acting asa coolant which would substantially
surround the entire reactor and carry away a large per-
centage of the energy being dissipated in the form of ra-
diation of charged particles and neutrons. Liquid metal
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coolant may be preferable for the primary, both on ac- and Iongitudktal magnetic field (Bz) application stage;
count of the higher working temperature, and the more 248 is referred to as the ionization and partial pinch stage
efficient heat transfer. It shouldbe noted that no descrip- or stage I; 249 is referred to as the joule heating stage or
tion has been made of the shielding facilities, port stage II; 25o is the adiabatic compression and heating
facilities or other personnel protecting apparatus which 5 stage orstage III; 251 is the intermixing heating stage or
would normally surround a nuclear reactor. Such facil- stage IV; and 252 is intermixing heating and BZ recovery
ities could be of the type ordinarily required for a nu- stage. Inparticular, thepre-ionization stage 247 includes
clear chain-reacting system, including special facilities the time during which the gas is partially ionized by the
the utilizing the copious sLlpply of neutrons provided by R.F. system as described above and terminates at the time
the reactor of this invention. Furthermore, the neutrons 10 when the curve of the Bztield 254has attained its maxi-
produced in the reactor of this invention could be used mum value 255, which in the presently disclosed device
for breeding purposes as has been disclosed in the above is approximately 50kiIogauss. This maximum is reached
referenced co-pending application of James L. Tuck, Ser. when the BZ voltage has reached zero and the IE~ is a
No. 490,705, a disclosure of which has been incorporated maximum. At this maximum vaIue 255 stage I of the
herein by reference. 15 primary voltage is discharged into the conducting shell

The reactor is nowre?dy for initial operation. Switch 116andthe voltage pulse 256 (see FIG. 38) is impressed
192 is closed thereby connecting trigger voltage source on the conducting shell 116. This pulse dissipates rapid-
193 to the starter electrodes 191 thereby making ignitrons Iy and after about 2 microsecondsit has reached a value
181 conducting and discharging condensers 190 through of 0.5 kv. at point 257. During this 2 microsecond pulse
lead 181) winding IZO to ~nnection 122 back thr~gh 20 the discharge current curve 258 shows that the electrical
condLLcting shell 116 and through lead 185. When the current flowing within the gas has been raised to a value
voltage on lead 180 drops to zero, that is, when the IBz of approximately 700 kiloamps at point 259.
current is a maximum, the voltage monitoring trigger 1!?4 It is also apparent from the curve 260 (see FIG. 37)
will trigger tiring circuit 196. The firing circuit 196 will that the gas within the chamber 115 has a radius RO the
pulse triggering electrodes 199 of spark gaps 198 through 25 same as the chamber 13S during the preionization stage
the inductive coupling 20J. so that condensers 200 will dis- 247, but during the primary voltage pulse 256 this radius
charge through spark gaps 198 and and apply the stage I Rp is reduced by approximately 10 percent. This metns
potential to the conducting shell 116. When the voltage that at the point 261 the plasma is no longer in contact
on common lead 197 drops to about 500 volts, the volt- with any physical member and is being held suspended in
age monitoring trigger 211 will trigger firing circuit 309. 30 axial symmetry within the toroidal chamber 115. During
Firing circuit 209 through starter electrodes 208 will this same primary voltage pulse of stage I the Bz field
make ignitrons 204 conducting and apply the voltage of curve 254 indicates that the field contained within the gas,
condensers 207 through common leads 197 and 222 to which has been reduced in radius, is increased approxi-
conducting shell 116. mately 10 percent, as is indicated by point 262. TM in-

Firing circuit 209 also pulses time delay trigger 220 35 crease in the BZ field inside of the pinch is apparent when
through lead 221 and at a predetermined time after con- it is considered that since field is measured by the num-
densers 207 have been discharged, firing circuit 219 will ber of lines of force per square centimeter, any action
cause condensers 217 to be connected between ignitrons which reduces the area through which the field lines
213 to the common lead 197 thereby applying the poten- pass and which does not allow the field lines to escape,
tial of condensers 217 to the conducting shell 116.

The voltage monitoring trigger 233 which monitors
40 will have the effect of increasing the field line density.

The current sheath as explained in detail hereinafter pre-
the vohage on secondary lead 235 and on common lead vents the BZ field from escaping.
197 will, at the time the voltage from stage III reaches a The temperature of the gas is shown by curve 263. It
value of 500 volts, trigger ignitrons 227 thereby applying is apparent from this curve that the temperature of the
the potential from condensers 231 across the common 45 gas was essentially zero and that during the primary volt-
leads 197 and 222 and to the conducting shell 116. The age pulse this temperature was raised to a value of 0.1
circuit breaker 225 effectively isolates the stage IV con- kv. When the primary voltage pulse reaches point 257,
densers from any of :he previous voltage applications and the second stage condensers are triggered and a joule
is closed only when voltage monitor 236 indicates that the heating stage is entered. Stage 11 maintains a voltage of
voltage on common lead 197 is 500 volts. The sequence 50 aboLlt 0.5 kv. on the pinched discharge and, during this
of events with respect to the gaseous discharge within the time, the discharge current curve 258 increases from 700
toroidal chamber 115, the conducting shell 116 and the kiloamps to about 1 megamp, while the pinched radius
BE winding 120 is graphically shown in FIGS. 37 and 38. curve 260, and the Bz field curve 254 show essentially no
In general since the gas within the reactor chamber 115 is change. However, during this time, which can be reg-
ionized there are numerous free electrons within the gas. 55 ulated from a minimum of about 100 microseconds to
The flow of current through the conducting shell 116 will the order of 500 microseconds, the temperature of the
induce an electron flow within this gas. These electrons plasma will be raised to a value of about 500 ev. at point
are the secondary electrical circuit for the primary elec- 264.
trical circuit for the conducting shetl 116. By ordinary time delay methods described above the

The induced current in the gas, i.e., the fiCVWof the free ~0 third stage of the primary voltage pulse is initiated after
electrons and ions within the gas, will pass around the the pre-heating stage has been completed. Thus, at point
toroidal chamber 115. As these electrons are accelerated, 265 (see FIG. 38) the third stage of the condensers is
their energy is passed on to ions by collision. These col- discharged into the conducting shell 116 and has a total
lisions, as explained above, give rise to bremsstrahhrng. time lapse of approximately 620 microseconds with a
Furthermore, the secondary current continues to increase ~~ maximum of —20 kv. During this stage the BZ field in-
during the presence of primary inducing current and side of the pinch is raised from a value of 55 kilogauss
reaches a maximum value by a multi-stage process to a value of 550 kilogauss at point 266. The discharge
greater than about 5 megamps. This large current flow current which has reached a value of about 1 megamp is
will pinch or constrict in acordance with the above-de- raised to a value of about 5 megamperes at point 267.
scribed pinch effect. The electrons and the ions will be 70 The primary reason for this sudden increase is the fact
dragged towards the center of the toroidal chamber 115 that the pinched discharge radius has been reduced to a
so that a net space charge of zero will be maintained. value one-third of its original radius RO at point 268,

The exact sequence of operation with respect to the which means that the BZ field inside will be raised by a
various stages of operation is shown in FIG. 37. The factor of ten and that the temperature wifi attain values
area shown by the bracket 247 is the pre-ion.ization stage 75 of 2 kev. at point 269. When the stage 111 pulse has
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been reduced in value to about 0.5 kv., point 270 the
stage IV capacitance is connected to the primary circuit.-
At this time the fourth stage maintains a value of 0.5
kv. on the highly pinched plasma. The pinched plasma
radius is maintained at about one-third its original value.
However, the temperature shows a steady rise during the
remainder of the pulse due to intermixing heating and
reaches values of about 10 kev. The BZ curve 254 (see
FIG. 37) which has now attained a value of 550 kilo-
gauss will then decrease steadily due to the diffusion of
the BZ field through the current sheath and the Be field
surrounding the pinch, as is described in more detail
hereinafter. At approximately one-tenth second or slight-
ly less, the amount of energy due to the nuclear fusion
reaction taking place within the pinched plasma will be-
come greater than the amount of energy in the surround-
ing fields, so that the pinched plasma will start to ex-
pand, pushing the B. field through the external conduct-
ing shell 116 and reinducing a voltage in the primary
circuit. This re-induced voltage will be opposite in sign
to the original voltage supplied on the outside and will be
used to recharge the condenser of stages III and IV.
Furthermore, this re-induced voltage will be about 10
percent larger than the applied voltage and therefore this
excess of 10 percent can be drained off and constitutes
a usefd source of electrical energy generated directIy by
the device. Curve 272 shows the direction of this re-
induced voltage.

It can be seen from FIG. 37 that the plasma is being
compressed by a factor of 10 and that the compression
followed by the intermixing is the means by which the
temperatures of the order of 10 million 0 C. are attained.
it should also be noted that this compression is being at-
tained by means of magnetic fields so that by the time
the pinched plasma expands and comes in contact with

— the chamber 135 the temperatures reached by the walls
during the heat transfer to the coolant stays below the
meiting point of ordinary materials.

FIGURE 39 is a time diagram showing the relative
position of the pinched plasma with respect to chamber
135. The pre-ionization stage 247 is shown on the left
of FIG. 39 with the stages 249, 250, 251 and 252 corre-
sponding to those stages in FIGS. 37 and 38 shown in
sequence to the right. At the point where stage 247 ends
and stage 248, the ionization stage begins, i.e., upon the
application of the primary voltage pulse 256, see FIG.
38, the gas is pulled away from the walls and a current
sheath 273 is created which is essentially tubular in form
and is the primary volume through which the current is
flowing aIong the pinched discharge. At the end of stage
248 and during the joule heating stage 249 the radius
of the pinched discharge is significantly reduced. It is
during this stage that the tremendously high currents
and temperatures are first attained. The adiabatic com-
pression and heating stage 250 shows that the pinched
discharge, which contains all of the B. lines which the
full gas toroid originally contained, has been reduced to
one-third its original radius RO, which necessarily means
that the gas contained within the current sheath 273 has
been compressed by a factor of about ten.

A more meaningful picture in terms of the field Iines
is shown in FIG. 40, which shows diagrammatically the
sequence of events with respect to the pinched discharge
in terms of time. During the pre-ionization stage 247,
the B, lines in the contained volume 274, i.e., contained
within the chamber 135 which is in turn contained with-
in the ceramic-walled chamber 115, are uniformly spaced
across the volume as shown on the left of FIG. 40. Upon
the application of the stage I pulse, i.e., during the ioni-
zation and partial pinch stage 248, the BZ lines are com-
pressed as indicated at 275. The volume 276 contains
the B, field, which is created by the current flowing
through the pinched gas in the direction of the B. field
confined within the pinched gas. Thus, during stage 248
the BZ field lines are compressed within the pIasma and
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confined within the current sheath 273 and a field, deter-
mined by the righthand rule, is created in the volume 276
by the current flowing in the pinched discharge. At the
point 265 at the end of stage 249 the stage III pulse fur-
ther compresses the BZ field within the pinch and a greater
B, field is created in the volume 276 because of the in-
creased current flow in the pinched plasma. After the
point 270 the B. and B, fields interdiffuse, and in so
doing, magnetic energy is converted into heating of the
pinch still further, to bring the temperature up to a point
where the thermonuclear reaction is energetically profita-
ble.

FIGURE 41 shows the relation between the Be field
at pinch and the Be field at the wall with respect to time.
Thus, in FIG. 41 at point 257 (see FIG. 38 also) the
B. field at the pinch has attained a slightly greater value
than the Be at the wall, as shown by curves 278 and 279,
which represent the B, field at the pinch and the Be field
at the wall, respectively. At the point 265, i.e., the ap-
plication of the stage III condensers, the B, field at the
pinch, rises very much more rapidly than the B, field at
the wall and attains values during stages 251 and 252
which are three times the values of the Be field at the
wall. This is apparent since the radius of the pinch has
been reduced to one-third its original value.

As can be seen from the right-hand portion of FIG. 37
at approximately 0.1 second the BZ field leakage will be-
come appreciable so that Be and BZ no longer have the
values required, as described above, for the pinch to be
stable. It is important to arrange the operating voltages
so that the pinch re-expands to the wall, and the electro-
magnetic energy is recovered, before the instability is
fully developed, otherwise the electromagnetic energy is
not recoverable directly, but appears as heat. See curves
287, 288 and 289. At the same time the radius of the
pinched plasma will increase and the plasma will expand,
coming in contact with chamber 135 which will carry
away the heat produced upon contact. Thus it is ap-
parent that one operating cycle will last approximately
0.1 second and that for half of this cycle the thermonu-
clear reaction is taking place and creating energy in the
form of bremsstmhhmg, neutrons and charged particles.
The reacting plasma contains fusion products which are
swept out into a gas recovery and purification system.
Further since the various condensers of stages I through
IV of the primary electrical system have been recharged
to their full vahre by the reinduced voltage (see curve
272) the electrical system is likewise ready to operate.
It should also be noted that during the interval between
pulses the coolant system of the various components has
been continually operating and has reduced the tempera-
ture of the various components to mom temperature so
that no large portion of the heat cre:ited in the previous
cycle resides in the apparatus at the beginning of the next
cycle. Thus the second cycle primary voltage pulse 256
can be applied and the second cycle of operation begun.
In this manner the reactor is discontinuously operated
with the thermonuclear reaction taking place at the lat-
ter portion of each operating cycle. Thus 0.1 sec. rep-
resents the energy generating cycle. The repetition of
the cycle can in principle come immediately thereafter.
In the preferred embodiment, 0.9 sec. is allowed after the
energy generation is used to remove heat. Thus a one
second period of operation is preferred.

In considering first the electricity generating phenom-
enon which takes place within the reacting gas, it will be
remembered that in order to attain a pinched discharge
a certain amount of work had to be done, i.e., a specific
amount of energy was utilized in obtaining the pinch.
After this pinch is obtained and the gas is heated to suffi-
ciently high temperatures, a thermonuclear reaction takes
place. This reaction liberates energized charged particles
which were not present in free form before the reaction
took place. The charged particles tend to expand against
the action of the confining magnetic field. In so doing
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they perform work. This work expands the confining
magnetic fields, and in so doing induces a secondary cur-
rent in the primary coil. The work done on the externaf
circuit during the expansion is greater than that required
to obtain the pinch originally.

This will be apparent by considering the number and
energy of the particles present in the reacting gas. In a
mixture of deuterium and tritium gas the (T, D) reaction
results in the production of alpha particles. These
charged particles, which have high energies, will move
radially outward against the constraining force of the
magnetic field. The energy imparted to thew particles
will result from the thermonuclear reaction, Thus, since
there is now present within the gas particles having a total
energy greater than the energy deposited originally from
the outside, i.e., the primary coil energy, more energy
would be required in order to confine them. Since no
such additional confiing energy is present, these particles
will expand. However, these particles have very large
energies, since a portion of the enerag released in the
(T, D) reaction is imparted to them. Thus, the total
energy present within the magnetically confined gas is
very much greater than was present before the thermo-
nuclear reaction was attained. It follows, therefore, that
the expansion of these charged particles against the mag-
netic field can put energy back into the primary which, if
there were no irreversible processes would be equivalent
to the work done originally to obtain the pinch, the heal
therrn.onuckar energy, i.e., excluding that carried away
by neutrons. There are several irreversible processes
which act to diminish the amount of ene~gy returned by
direct conversion: these are (1) eheetrical losses in con-
ductom because of resistance, (2) diffusion of charged
particles across tile magnetic field, (3) interdiffusion of
the magnetic fields.

SimiIarly, if the (D, D) reaction is considered, the
ionized protons. tritons and Hea liberated by the thermo-
nuclear reaction taking place within the gas will likewise
result in an induced electrical current within the primary.
However, in this case, the starting temperature must be
higher,

The magnitude of this electrical energy will depend
upon the temperature present in the gas, the degree of
pinch obtained, i.e., the amount of work required to escape
against the magnetic forces, and the total energy of the
particles. For the specific example given here, ten per-
cent more energy will be reinduced in the primary circuit
than was originally deposited there from outside.

The energy present which is not reflected in the form
of induced current, i.e., about two-thirds, either raises
the temperature of the gas or is Iostto the outside in the
form of neutrons and other escaping patricles. As to
the former, i.e., the energy imparted to the gas thereby
raising its temperature, when the pinch is lost through
lateral displacement so that the symmetry of the gaseous
discharge isdiwupted, theheated gaswill come into con-
tact with the chamber 135 imparting a portion of its
energy to the coolant therein. The coolant will thus be
heated. The heated coolant is then passed through a
heat exchangers that the energy can be utilized.

The escaping particles, i.e., the protons, Hes, alpha
particles, etc., will be absorbed either in the chamber 135
or its coolant thereby raising its temperature. The neu-
trons produced by the reaction taking place within the
confined gas will be fast neutrons, i.e., they will have
energies of from2 to 14m.e.v. Therefore, they will not
be captured or reduced to thermal energies by the coolant
or confining chamber, but will escape from the system.
The escaping neutrons may be utilized in any conventional
manner, for example, to produce fission in a uranium or
lithium jacket thereby producing reaction products and
heat, as is well-known in the art.

FIGURE 36 shows the manner in which the reinduced
voltage and resulting current are utilized to recharge the
condensers and t9 provide useful energy. When the re-
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induced voltage appears across common leads 197 and
222 condensers 200 and 207 will be charged up with the
opposite polarity than they had during discharge. In the
preferred embodiment charging circuits 203 and 206 are
relied upon to overcome this opposite polarity and re-
charge these two stages in the same manner as they were
originally charged. This can be done for stages I and II
since the total energy stored is not too great. However,
for stages III and IVthe reversing switches 216 and 230
respectively are provided so that during the later portion
of the energy producing cycle these condensers are
charged to their full capacity by the expanding magnetic
field arid the excess over this amount k drained off
through leads 222 and 2-41.

Specifically condensers 231 and2t7 will be recharged.
When the condensers 231 have been fully charged to 500
volts the circuit breaker 225-W-11 disconnect stage IV from
common lead 197; The reinduced voltage will continue
to recharge condensers 217 until voltage monitoring
trigger 238 triggers ignitron 237. Ignitron 237 is trig-
gered when the voltage on leads 235 mcf 197 reach 20 kv.
In this manner eqergy in excess of that required to re-
charge stages III and”IVis drained off through leads 198
and 241 to be used for producing power in a load (not
shown ).

After stages III and IV are recharged the switches 216
and 230 (motor driven, automatic) reverse and the con-
densers are then connected in the circuit with the same
polarity as initially charged.

The BZ condensers 190 are only partially recharged in
the same manner as condensers 217 and 231. Thus
switches 183 are provided so that they can be fully re-
charged by charging circuit 186. The graph of VB,, in
FIG. 38 shows that the reinduced voltage will recharge
the condensers 190 to about 2.5 kv. so that 0.5 kv. will
have to resupplied from charghrg circuit 186 during the
resetting time of 0.9 sec.

In the heated, ionized gas, the electrons areinteractiug
with the ions, i.e., the electrons are inelastically colliding
whh the ions. These collisions, although corrfinedtothe
pinched gas, give rise to bremsstruhlung as explained
above.

Bremsstrahlung is easily absorbed by the surrounding
materials, partictdarly the coolant flowing through cham-
ber 135 since the energies present are not large. This
will result in the raising of the temperature of the liquid
coolant.

This then represents one cycle of operation of the de-
vice. With a time interval of about one second, for ex-
ample, between discharge of the capacitors and subse-
quent recharge by the re-induced voltage, the present
device, although in the nature of a pulsed reactor, repre-
sents a virtually constant supply of easily usable energy.

After the initial cycle is completed, tbe resonant effect
of the primary coil circuit (see FIG. 36) will induce
another current in the secondary as represented in the
present device by the highly ionized gas. Thus, since
the electrical output of the reactor may be utilized to re-
charge the capacitors, the device will continue to run as
long as fresh gas is added to the re?ction chamber, the
reaction particles are removed either by the vacuum sys-
tem or by escape into the surrounding areas, and the
surplus heat is removed from the reaction area.

The attainment of a thermonuclear reactions a result
of applying an inducing voltage to the ionized gas which
is sufficient to induce a current in the gas greater than
thevalue required toobtair tapincheffect. This voltage
must be applied for a time sufficient to insure that much
of the energy of the electrons is transferred by collision
to the gas ions thereby raising the gas temperature.

Furthermore, the reaction taking place is not allowed
to assume uncontrolled proportions because the density
of the gas within the chamber is low, i.e., about 1014 or
101sparticles percc. butnot more than 10~~particles per
cc., and the amount of thermonuclear fuel within the
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chamber upon which the pinch is acting will not sustain a

_—_ thermonuclear reaction for an indefinite length of time.
The utilization of low density gaseous thermonuclear
fuels in the present device is the primary factor in con-
trolling the rate of reaction within the chamber. Further
control over the reaction taking place is present in the
form of the electrical circuit connected to the primary
coils. By merely disconnecting the energizing circuit for
the primary coil or coils, the pinch effect will no longer
be created in the gas, and therefore no thermonuclear
reaction will take place.

It is therefore apparent that the present invention pro-
vides a method and apparatus for attaining and con-
trolling a nuclear fusion reaction. Furthermore, means
are provided whereby the energy released by the con-
trolled thermonuclear reaction is converted into various
forms of useful energy, i.e., heated matter, electricity or
radiation by-products. It should be clear also that the
operation of the device is not dependent on the direct
recovery of electrical energy, since most of the energy
output of the device appears as heat in the coolant.

While presently preferred embodiments of the inven-
tion have been described, it is clear that many other mod-
ifications may be made without departing from the scope
of the invention. Therefore, the present invention is not
limited by the foregoing description, but solely by the
appended claims.

What is claimed is:
1. A device for manipulation of a plasma and produc-

tion of neutrons and other radiations, comprising in com-
bination a gas-tight toroidal insulating chamber contain-
ing a filling of ionizable gases, a conducting shell sur-
rounding said chamber over substantially its full length
but terminating in spaced apart ends, a coil wound about
said chamber along the entire length to provide one end
at each of said shell ends, a first D.C. power supply
means adapted to discharge a current pulse, said first
D.C. power supply means being connected between one
end of the conducting shell and the adjacent coil end
and the other end of the coil being connected to the
adjacent end of the conducting shell, a second D.C.
power supply means coupled between the spaced ends of
said shell and adapted to initiate discharge of a current
uulse through said shell after the current pulse from said
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rent value, a third D.C. power supply means coupled be-
tween the spaced ends of said shell and adapted to
initiate discharge of a current pulse after said second
power supply means has initiated discharge of a current
pulse and when the voltage across said shell ends drops so
below a pre-set level, a fourth power supply means con-
nected across said shell ends and adapted to initiate dis-
charge of a current pulse at a pre-set time interval after
said third power supply has initiated discharge, a fifth
power supply means coupled across the ends of said shell 55
and adapted to initiate discharge of a current pulse after
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said fourth power supply means has initiated discharge
and when the voltage across said shell drops below a
pre-set level, each of said second, third, fourth and fifth
D.C. power supply means being connected to discharge
current in the same direction through said shell.

2. A device as described in claim 1, wherein each of
said D.C. power supply means comprises a capacitor, a
charging circuit for said capacitor, and each of said first,
fourth and fifth D.C. power supply means comprises
means for reversing the connection of the respective ca-
pacitor across the shell ends to prepare the device for
another cycle of operation after each capacitor has been
recharged by the reinduced voltage at the end of a cycle
of operation.

3. A device as described in claim 2, wherein said fifth
D.C. power supply means is connected to said shell ends
through circuit breaker means adapted to disconnect said
fifth power supply means after discharge and when a re-
spective capacitor has recharged to a pre-set level, and
load means connected across said fourth power SUPPIY
means after the respective capacitor has been recharged
to a pre-set voltage level by the reinduced voltage at the
end of a cycle of operation.
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